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!
Executive Summary !
 
 

 
 

 
Executive Summary  
 
Humanitarian aid donors have committed to reducing the administrative work attached to managing 
donor funds1. Yet progress on these commitments has been mixed2. The forthcoming World 
Humanitarian Summit (WHS) and efforts to strike a “Grand Bargain” on efficiencies has provided 
impetus within the donor community to better understand the effects of their conditions on 
responders, and options for improving the quality of partnerships.  Building on this momentum, ICVA, 
together with a group of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and other NGO networks, has 
launched the campaign Less Paper, More Aid’3.  
 
This study, an integral part of the campaign, examined donor and UN guidance on, and NGOs’4 
perceptions of reporting, partner capacity assessment (PCA) and audit conditions attached to donor 
grants. Giving voice to NGO staff involved in delivering humanitarian aid, and comparing existing 
donor requirements, the study addresses an important knowledge gap. Using desk research and 
literature review, questionnaires, interviews, case studies and round table discussions with working 
groups, the study sheds light on the impact of donor requirements on NGO resources. It finds that 
fulfilling donor conditions absorbs substantial amounts of time and involves a range of staff across 
NGO departments.  
 
The findings of the study do not question the need for accountability and transparency in the use of 
donor funding which is well understood and respected. Rather, they call into question whether the 
use of these conditions results in the most effective and efficient use of already stretched 
humanitarian resources. For example, is it the best use of resources that front-line responders, such 
as doctors, nurses, and other health practitioners, compile three or four sets of data to meet the 
requirements of different donor templates? Or that funding hinges more on the ability of organizations 
to comply with multiple donor conditions, rather than clearly expressed and well-informed needs 
analysis? Such questions highlight the ways in which humanitarian principles and action may be 

                                                
1 See: GHD, 2003. 23 Principles and Good Practice of Humanitarian Donorship. 
http://www.ghdinitiative.org/ghd/gns/principles-good-practice-of-ghd/principles-good-practice-ghd.html and ECHO, 2007. 
The European Consensus on Humanitarian Aid, Brussels: European Commission. 
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/who/humanitarian-aid-and-civil-protection/european-consensus_en 
2 Scott, R., 2014. Imagining More Effective Humanitarian Aid: A Donor Perspective, Paris: OECD. 
http://www.oecd.org/dac/Imagining%20More%20Effective%20Humanitarian%20Aid_October%202014.pdf 
3 Less paper more aid is an initiative carried out by NGOs to reduce the burden of donor conditions on aid agencies and 
thereby improve the efficiency of humanitarian action. ICVA together with a group of engaged NGOs and networks 
(NRC, CARE, DRC, Intersos, ICMC, Oxfam, Handicap International, World Vision, IRC, Plan, Voice and CHS Alliance) 
launched this project in December 2015 building on activities carried out within the IASC Humanitarian Financing Task 
Team. 
4 Comprising international NGOs (INGOs) and national NGOs.  
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undermined in current practice, and systems of accountability may be inadvertently be focused more 
on the needs of donors than affected populations.  
  
The study found that there are inefficiencies and imbalance within current practice in the following 
five areas: 
 
1. Risk: Donors’ risk analysis and their risk management strategies have a strong bearing on the 
conditions imposed on their implementing partners. The risk rating assigned to a partner also 
influences the frequency of reporting, PCAs, audit, and the likelihood of additional procedures and 
checks that may be requested. Donors often transfer risk down the line of implementation without 
providing adequate support to manage it. There is a need to jointly find alternatives to share 
risk.  
 
2. Volume: A substantial amount of documentation is produced and submitted to donors with limited 
evidence that it is used. This is particularly true of reports. Overall, UN agencies require more 
frequent reports compared to institutional donors, with a minimum of six reports to a maximum 
of eight reports per year. However, these figures underestimate the amount of reporting completed. 
There is a multiplication factor created by unforeseen and additional requests made by each donor, 
in addition to repetition and overlap of procedures. NGOs consulted had an average of 36 reporting 
deadlines per country per year. For some, this was as high as 80. If ad-hoc requests are included, 
an NGO working in six countries estimated they would be submitting a report every 24 hours.5 The 
level of detail requested in reporting, PCA and audit procedures can vary significantly. During a PCA 
an NGO may be asked to answer more than 100 questions and to supply up to 91 annexes. As 
such, fulfilling administrative requirements requires a considerable amount of work for NGOs and 
the involvement of a range of staff. The study indicates that typically NGOs take 440 hours to 
complete each audit, involving seven staff across various functions; while eight members of staff 
are involved in the preparation of each individual donor report. The volume of required reports 
needs to be reduced. Moreover, as earmarked funding contributes to increased reporting, the 
links between earmarking and volume must be examined further in order to reduce 
associated reporting. 
 
3. Complexity and Links to Capacity: The diversity and complexity of procedures required by 
donors demands a high level of skill and sophisticated administrative and financial systems that often 
need to be adapted to ensure compliance. This may pose additional challenges for front-line 
responders, particularly smaller organizations. There is a need for simplified and harmonized 
requirements that are proportionate to the size and duration of the project, as well as 
increased consistency in the quality, ease of access, training and availability of 
documentation, especially on PCA and audit.  
 
4. Duplication:  A significant proportion of reporting, PCA and audit is regarded as duplicated effort 
that creates an inefficient use of resources. NGOs perceive that 40-59% of PCAs result in 
duplicated work and 100% of NGOs questioned agreed that their PCAs could be shared between 
donors6. Duplication was found in: 1) the repetition of processes, such as reports; PCAs and different 

                                                
5 This data refer to the analysis of figures for 2014 from an NGO with an average portfolio of 20 million USD. 
6 In line with the commitment suggested by the Grand Bargain Sherpas to « share Partner Assessment information to the 
fullest extent possible » 
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audits (or verification checks) on the same project/programme for different donors; and 2) the 
additional work required from NGOs to tailor information to individualized donor templates. One 
INGO calculated that it could save 11,000 hours on financial reporting for its nine largest 
donors if those donors agreed on cost definition and accepted the same finance template. 
Donors and UN agencies, as well as any other entities managing funds, need to come 
together to harmonize and simplify operational partner agreements and reporting so that 
procedures and formats are coordinated and duplication is removed.  
 
5. Inadequate Feedback: The findings summarized above are particularly striking in light of the 
fact that the study found a lack of follow-up or feedback on documents submitted or procedures 
completed. Feedback received in reporting mostly related to compliance or administration issues. 
Feedback received on audit, especially grant specific ones, was not often conducive to institutional 
learning. Opportunities for increased understanding and engagement through the roll-out of 
guidelines are often untapped. To improve quality, avenues should be explored with donors for 
meaningful engagement on PCAs, reporting and audit findings with a view to increasing 
learning and capacity building. 
 
Building on the momentum around the Grand Bargain, the study suggests some concrete steps to 
move from policy to practice in the form of key practical asks to donors. These asks are laid out at 
the end of this report in the Framework for Change suggested for each of the three conditions (page 
43). The asks align with the principles of simplification, harmonization and proportionality and seek 
to advance the ambitions of the Less Paper More Aid initiative. 
 
To inspire change in the way NGOs work together with donors and UN agencies, as well as any 
other actors transferring funds to implement humanitarian action, the report identifies within its 
conclusion the need for a time bound process to collectively deliver the commitments endorsed by 
the Grand Bargain. This includes technical working groups comprising donors, UN agencies and 
NGOs to review partnership agreements as tools to build trust, increase quality and operationalise 
the practical suggestions put forward in the Framework for Change.  
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MOINS DE PAPERASSE, PLUS D’AIDE 
Rapports, Évaluation des capacités des 
partenaires, et Audit 

  
 

Résumé  
Les donateurs d’aide humanitaire se sont engagés à réduire les travaux administratifs associés à la 
gestion des fonds qu’ils octroient7, avec toutefois des progrès mitigés8. Le prochain Sommet 
Humanitaire Mondial (WHS) et les efforts déployés pour arriver à un « Grand compromis » afin de 
gagner en efficacité ont incité l’ensemble des donateurs à mieux comprendre les effets de leurs 
conditions sur les organisations réceptrices, et les solutions à envisager pour améliorer la qualité 
des partenariats. Afin de profiter de cet élan, ICVA ainsi qu’un groupe d’organisations non 
gouvernementales (ONG) et d’autres réseaux d’ONG, a lancé la campagne Less Paper, More Aid 
(Moins de paperasse, plus d’aide)9.  
 
Cette étude, qui fait partie intégrante de la campagne, a examiné les directives des donateurs et de 
l’ONU, ainsi que le point de vue10 des ONG sur les conditions imposées par les donateurs sur la 
production de rapports, l’évaluation des capacités des partenaires (PCA) et l’audit en vue d’obtenir 
des subventions. En donnant la parole au personnel des ONG impliqué dans l’aide humanitaire, et 
en comparant les critères actuels des donateurs, l’étude a comblé un manque important 
d’information sur le sujet. Grâce à des recherches et des analyses documentaires, des 
questionnaires, des entretiens, des études de cas et des discussions en table ronde avec des 
groupes de travail, l’étude a mis en lumière les répercussions des conditions des donateurs sur les 
ressources des ONG. Elle a révélé que le respect des conditions des donateurs requiert un temps 
considérable et mobilise un grand nombre de salariés de tous les services des ONG.  
 
Les conclusions de l’étude ne remettent pas en cause le besoin de redevabilité et de transparence 
dans l’utilisation des fonds attribués aux donateurs, qui est bien compris et respecté. Néanmoins, 
elles se demandent si l’application de ces conditions se traduit par une utilisation plus efficace des 
ressources humanitaires déjà limitées. Le recours à des intervenants de première ligne tels que les 
médecins, les infirmières et les autres professionnels de la santé pour remplir trois ou quatre séries 
de données pour répondre aux conditions de différents modèles de rapport des donateurs constitue-

                                                
7 Cf. GHD, 2003. Principes et bonnes pratiques pour l’aide humanitaire. 
http://www.ghdinitiative.org/ghd/gns/principles-good-practice-of-ghd/principles-good-practice-ghd.html et ECHO, 2007. 
Consensus européen sur l’aide humanitaire, Bruxelles : Commission européenne. 
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/who/humanitarian-aid-and-civil-protection/european-consensus_fr 
8 Scott, R., 2014. Imagining More Effective Humanitarian Aid: A Donor Perspective, Paris : OCDE. 
http://www.oecd.org/dac/Imagining%20More%20Effective%20Humanitarian%20Aid_October%202014.pdf 
9 Less paper more aid (Moins de paperasse, plus d’aide) est une initiative menée par les ONG pour réduire les 
contraintes imposées par les donateurs aux organisations d’aide humanitaire afin d’améliorer l’efficacité de l’action 
humanitaire. ICVA, ainsi qu’un groupe d’ONG et de réseaux impliqués (NRC, CARE, DRC, Intersos, ICMC, Oxfam, 
Handicap International, Vision du Monde, IRC, Plan, Voice et CHS Alliance), ont lancé ce projet en décembre 2015 en 
s’appuyant sur les activités menées au sein de l’équipe de travail sur le financement humanitaire de l’IASC. 
10 Ceci inclut les ONG internationales (ONGI) et les nationales (ONGN).  
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t-il vraiment un exemple de meilleur usage des ressources ? Est-il pertinent que les fonds reposent 
davantage sur la faculté des organisations à remplir les conditions multiples des donateurs plutôt 
que sur une analyse des besoins formulée de manière claire et étayée ? Ces questions soulignent 
les éléments qui peuvent miner les principes et l’action humanitaire dans sa pratique actuelle. Sans 
le vouloir, ces systèmes de redevabilité se focalisent peut-être plus sur les besoins des donateurs 
que sur ceux de la population touchée.  
  
L’étude a relevé des lacunes et des déséquilibres dans la pratique actuelle, notamment dans les 
cinq domaines suivants. 
 
1. Risque : l’analyse et les stratégies de gestion du risque des donateurs ont une portée 
significative sur les conditions imposées aux partenaires de mise en œuvre. De même, le taux de 
risque appliqué à un partenaire influence la fréquence des rapports, des PCA et des audits ainsi que 
la probabilité des demandes de procédures et de vérification supplémentaires. Souvent, les 
donateurs transfèrent le risque à la mise en œuvre sans apporter le soutien nécessaire pour le gérer. 
Il convient donc de trouver ensemble des solutions afin de répartir les risques.  
 
2. Volume : un volume conséquent de documents est produit et remis aux donateurs sans qu'il n’y 
ait de réelles preuves quant à leur utilisation, notamment les rapports. Globalement, les 
organisations des Nations Unies demandent plus fréquemment des rapports que les 
donateurs institutionnels, soit entre six et onze rapports par an. Cependant, ces chiffres sous-
estiment le volume de rapports remplis. À cela s’ajoutent les demandes imprévues de rapports 
supplémentaires formulées par chaque donateur, sans oublier les répétitions et les procédures 
redondantes. Les ONG interrogées indiquent devoir respecter en moyenne 36 dates limites de 
dépôts de rapport par pays et par an. Pour certaines, ce chiffre grimpe jusqu’à 80. Si l’on inclut 
les demandes ultérieures, une ONG présente dans six pays a estimé qu’elle devrait remettre un 
rapport toutes les 24 heures.11 Le degré de précision des procédures de rapport, de PCA et d’audit 
peut grandement varier. Au cours d’une PCA, il peut être demandé à une ONG de répondre à plus 
de 100 questions et de fournir jusqu’à 91 annexes. Ainsi, le respect des conditions administratives 
requiert un volume de travail considérable pour les ONG et la participation de tout un éventail de 
professionnels en interne. L’étude indique que généralement, les ONG consacrent 440 heures à 
réaliser chaque audit, lequel implique sept membres du personnel de différents services, tandis 
que huit membres du personnel sont mobilisés sur la préparation de chaque rapport au donateur. 
Le volume de rapport demandé doit être réduit. De plus, les fonds affectés contribuant à 
accroître les rapports, le lien entre l’affectation et le volume doit être étudié plus en détail afin 
de réduire les rapports associés. 
 
3. Complexité et liens avec les capacités : la diversité et la complexité des procédures 
imposées par les donateurs demandent un haut niveau de compétence et des systèmes 
administratifs et financiers élaborés qui, souvent, doivent subir des adaptations pour garantir la 
conformité. Ceci constitue une surcharge de travail pour les intervenants de première ligne, 
notamment dans les organisations plus petites. Il convient donc de simplifier et d’harmoniser les 
conditions, de les adapter à la dimension et à la durée du projet, ainsi que d’homogénéiser 

                                                
11 Ces données renvoient à l’analyse des chiffres de 2014 d’une ONG dont le portefeuille représente en moyenne 
20 millions USD. 
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la qualité, la facilité d’accès, la formation et la disponibilité de la documentation, surtout des 
PCA et des audits.  
 
4. Répétitions : une grande partie des rapports, des PCA et des audits sont considérés comme 
des projets redondants, pour lesquelles des ressources sont utilisées de manière inefficace. Les 
ONG estiment que 40 à 59 % des travaux de PCA sont redondants et 100 % des ONG interrogées 
s’accordent à dire qu’une même PCA pourrait être transmise à plusieurs donateurs12. Les répétitions 
ont été constatées dans : 1) les processus, tels que les rapports, les PCA et les différents audits (ou 
vérifications) pour le même projet/programme mais destinés à différents donateurs ; et 2) le travail 
supplémentaire exigé des ONG pour personnaliser les informations dans les modèles propres à 
chaque donateurs. Une ONG a calculé qu’elle pourrait économiser 11 000 heures sur la 
présentation des rapports financiers pour ses neuf donateurs les plus importants si ces 
derniers convenaient d’une même définition des coûts et acceptaient le même modèle de 
rapport financier. Les donateurs et les agences de l’ONU, ainsi que d’autres entités de gestion 
des fonds, doivent se réunir pour harmoniser et simplifier les accords et l’information avec 
les partenaires opérationnels afin d’homogénéiser les procédures et les formats et de 
supprimer répétitions d’opérations. 
 
5. Commentaires inadaptés : les résultats résumés ci-dessus sont particulièrement frappants 
lorsque l’on sait que l’étude a révélé un manque de suivi ou de commentaires sur les documents 
remis ou les procédures suivies. Les commentaires reçus dans le rapport portaient sur des 
problèmes de conformité ou d’administration. Les retours concernant l’audit, notamment ceux liés 
aux subventions, ne favorisaient pas toujours une connaissance de l’institution. Les opportunités de 
mieux comprendre et interagir grâce à l’application de directives sont souvent inexploitées. Pour 
améliorer la qualité, des solutions de participation active et réelle doivent être étudiées avec 
les donateurs sur les PCA, les rapports et les audits en vue d’améliorer la connaissance et le 
renforcement des capacités. 
 
Dans le sillage du Grand compromis, l’étude propose des mesures concrètes pour passer de la 
politique à la pratique sous forme de demandes clés formulées aux donateurs. Ces dernières sont 
énoncées à la fin de ce rapport, dans le Cadre pour le changement suggéré pour chacune des trois 
conditions (p. 43). Ces demandes sont conformes aux principes de simplification, d’harmonisation 
et de proportionnalité et visent à servir les ambitions de l’initiative « Less Paper More Aid ». 
 
Pour insuffler le changement de manière à ce que les ONG collaborent avec les donateurs et les 
agences de l’ONU, ainsi que d’autres acteurs chargés de transférer les fonds pour mettre en œuvre 
l’action humanitaire, le rapport souligne dans ses conclusions le besoin d’un processus défini dans 
le temps pour respecter collectivement les engagements validés par le Grand compromis. Ceci inclut 
les groupes de travail technique composés de donateurs, d’agences de l’ONU et d’ONG pour passer 
en revue les accords de partenariat comme outils pour nouer la confiance, améliorer la qualité et 
mettre en pratique les suggestions émises dans le Cadre pour le changement

                                                
12 Conformément à l’engagement suggéré lors de la réunion des sherpas sur le Grand compromis, à savoir « diffuser 
autant que possible les informations sur l’évaluation des partenaires ». 
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لحكوم%ة من خال= ,الستعر,| ,لمكتبي Oمر,جعة ,لمو,B ,لمنشوO !@A,الستب%اناO !3,لمقابالABO !3,سا3 ,لحالة! Oنقاشا3 ,لمائد@ ,
,لمستدgر@ مع مجموعا3 ,لعمل. Oخلصت ,لدA,سة bلى ?ّ" تنف%ذ شرhO ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة gست8لك ,لكث%ر من ,لوقت gOتطلب مشاAكة 

 A,Bb,3 ,لمنظما3 غ%ر ,لحكوم%ة. ,لعدgد من ,لموuف%ن من جم%ع

 

ال تشكك ,لنتائج ,لتي توصلت bل%8ا ,لدA,سة في OجوB ,لحاجة bلى ,لمساءلة O,لشفاف%ة في ,ستخد,� ?مو,= ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة! iOو ,ألمر 
A,لى ,ستغال= موb -Bتؤ hOلشر, Qذi كانت ,Çb لى ,لبحث ف%ماb لكن8ا تدعوO !بشكل ج%د cتف8مO Qرgمكن تقدg -لعمل ,إل,لذ, B نساني– 

على ,لنحو gضمن ,لحد ,ألقصى من ,لفعال%ة O,لكفاء@ بالفعل. فعلى سب%ل ,لمثا=! iل ?فضل ,ستخد,�  -,لمستخدمة bلى bقصى حد بالفعل
للمو,g BAقتضي ?" gقو� ,لمستج%ب%ن في خط ,لمو,ج8ة! مثل ,ألhباء O,لممرض%ن O,لمماAس%ن ,لصح%%ن! بجمع ثالA? O? Éبع 

من ,لب%انا3 لتلب%ة متطلبا3 ,لقو,لب ,لجاiز@ للج8ا3 ,لمانحة ,لمختلفة؟ ?� ?ّ" ,لتموgل gعتمد بشكل ?كبر على قدA@ ,لمنظما3 مجموعا3 
 mألسئلة تسلط ,لضوء على ,لطر, Qذi مستن%ر؟ فمثلO ضح,O 3بدالً من تحل%ل ,حت%اجا !@Bلج8ا3 ,لمانحة ,لمتعد, hOعلى ,المتثا= لشر

                                                
  .Principles and Good Practice of Humanitarian Donorship.GHD, 2003 23?نظر:  13 

and ECHO, 2007. ghd.html-practice-good-ghd/principles-of-practice-good-http://www.ghdinitiative.org/ghd/gns/principles 
The European Consensus on Humanitarian Aid, Brussels: European Commission. http://ec.europa.eu/echo/who/humanitarian-aid-

and-civil-protection/european-consensus_en 
 
 14 Paris: OECD.re Effective Humanitarian Aid: A Donor Perspective, Imagining MoScott, R., 2014.  

http://www.oecd.org/dac/Imagining%20More%20Effective%20Humanitarian%20Aid_October%202014.pdf 
iي مباAB@ تنفذiا ,لمنظما3 غ%ر ,لحكوم%ة للحد من عبء شرhO ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة على Oكاال3 ,إلغاثة! Oبالتالي تحس%ن  "mAO ?قل! مساعد,3 ?كثر" 15 

ماAكي دنكفاء@ ,لعمل ,إلنساني. ?hلقت bكفا مع مجموعة من ,لمنظما3 غ%ر ,لحكوم%ة O,لشبكا3 ,لعاملة (,لمجلس ,لنرgOجي لالجئ%ن! ك%ر! ,لمجلس ,ل
فوgس O,لقمة  ,ئتالâ!بال"لالجئ%ن! ,نترسوà! ,للجنة ,لكاثول%ك%ة ,لدOل%ة لل8جر@ ! ?Oكسفا�! iاندgكاb áنترناش%ونا=! AOOلد ف%ج%ن!! لجنة ,إلنقاÇ ,لدOل%ة !

نساني ,لتابع للجنة ,لد,ئمة ,لمشتركة ب%ن بناء على ,ألنشطة ,لتي تنفذ B,خل فرgق عمل ,لتموgل ,إل 2015,لعالم%ة للعمل ,إلنساني) iذ, ,لمشرO\ في gBسمبر 
 Oكاال3 ,ألمم ,لمتحد@.

 تتكو" من منظما3 غ%ر حكوم%ة OBل%ة Oمنظما3 غ%ر حكوم%ة hOن%ة. 16 
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تقوgض ,جر,ء,O 3مباäB ,لعمل ,إلنساني في ,لمماAسا3 ,لحال%ة! gOمكن ?" gنصب جل ترك%ز نظم ,لمساءلة!  ,لتي gمكن من خالل8ا
 بشكل غ%ر متعمد! على ,حت%اجا3 ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة بدالً من ,لسكا" ,لمتضرgAن.

 :,كتشفت ,لدA,سة ?ّ" ,لمماAسا3 ,لحال%ة تفتقر للكفاء@ O,لتو,å" في ,لمحاAO ,لخمسة ,لتال%ة

: gؤثر تحل%ل ,لمخاhر O,ستر,ت%ج%اA,Bb 3@ ,لمخاhر لدT ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة بشكل كب%ر على ,لشرhO ,لمفرOضة على مخاDر)ل!.1
,لشركاء ,لمنفذgن! فضًال عن تأث%ر تصن%ف ,لمخاhر ,لمخصص للشرgك على عدB مر,b 3عد,B ,لتقاgAر! Oتق%%م قدA@ ,لشرgك! 

ر,ء,O 3,لضو,بط ,لتي من ,لممكن ?" gتم hلب8ا. Oتقو� ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة في كث%ر من O,لتدق%ق! O,حتمال%ة تطب%ق ,لمزgد من ,إلج
;من Mذ) )لمنطلق> تبرJ )لحاجة Fلى ,ألح%ا" بنقل ,لمخاhر bلى مرحلة ,لتنف%ذ OB" توف%ر ,لدعم ,لكافي إلi @A,BذQ ,لمخاhر. 

 تضافر )لجVوR إل=جاR بد)ئل لتقاسم )لمخاDر.
كب%ر@ من ,لوثائق ,لتي gتم bصدi,Aا Oتقدgم8ا bلى ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة! Oلكن ,لذ- gظ8ر من ,ألBلة ,لمحدBO@  :  توجد iناé كم%ة)لكم#ة!.2

مم تتطلب ;كاال1 )أل?نc ال gتم ,ستخد,� iذQ ,لوثائق بالفعل! gOعد iذ, ,ألمر صح%ًحا بشكل خاè في ,لتقاgAر.  Oبشكل عا�! 
! ف8ي تتطلب ما ال gقل عن ستة تقاgAر! Oبحد ?قصى ثمان%ة تقاgAر ا1 )لمانحة)لمتحد^ تقد=م )لتقا:=ر  بنسبة 0على من )لمؤسس

سنوgًا. Oمع Çلك! فإّ" iذQ ,ألAقا� تقلل من قدA كم%ة ,لتقاgAر ,لمنجز@! ف8ناé عامل ,لضرá ,لناشئ نت%جة hلبا3 ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة 
Çكر3 ,لمنظما3 غ%ر ,لحكوم%ة ,لتي تم ,لتشاAO مع8ا غ%ر ,لمتوقعة O,إلضاف%ة! باإلضافة bلى تكر,O Aتد,خل ,إلجر,ء,3! ح%ث 

Oتسل%م8م حسب مو,ع%د åمن%ة محدO .@Bقد gصل عدB  تقر=ًر) سنو=ًأ 36في كل R;لة تعمل ف#Vا b0 تقوa بإعد)R ?نg cتوجب عل%8ا 
3 ,لخاصة! ح%ث gتوقع تقرgر في بعض ,لحاالÇb !3, ما تم ,حتساá ,لطلبا 80,لتقاgAر ,لمطلوبة من كل منظمة غ%ر حكوم%ة bلى 

. Oقد gختلف مستوT ,لتفاص%ل 17ساعة 24تقر=ر ;)حد كل من كل منظمة غ%ر حكوم%ة تماàA ?نشطت8ا في ست OB= بتقدgم 
,لمطلوبة في iذQ ,لتقاgAر! Oتق%%م قدA@ ,لشرgك! O,جر,ء,3 ,لتدق%ق بشكل كب%ر! فقد gتوجب على ,لمنظمة غ%ر ,لحكوم%ة خال= 

Oعلى iذ, ,لنحو! فإّ" تحق%ق  ملحقًا. gO !91طلب من8ا تقدgم ما gقرá من سؤ)h 100إلجابة على ?كثر من تق%%م قدA@ ,لشرgك ,
,لمتطلبا3 ,إلgA,Bة س%تطلب من ,لمنظما3 غ%ر ,لحكوم%ة ,لكث%ر من ,لعمل bOشر,é ,لعدgد من ,لموuف%ن. Oتش%ر ,لدA,سة bلى ?ّ" 

! Oتشمل ,لعمل%ة مشاAكة سبعة موuف%ن من  اعة إلكماh كل عمل#ة تدق#قس 440,لمنظما3 غ%ر ,لحكوم%ة عاB@ ما تحتاb ëلى 
ر ;عل#k> فإنk =نبغي تخف#ض عدR )لتقا:=مختلف ,لوuائف! ب%نما gقو� ثمان%ة موuف%ن بإعد,B ,لتقرgر ,لو,حد للج8ة ,لمانحة. 

لعمل من 0جل )لحد من )لتقا:=ر )لمطلوبة. ;Fجر)ء )لمز=د من )لد:)سة على )لعالقة )لتي تربط )لتمو=ل )لمخصص ;حجم )
 ! )لمطلوبة> ;qلك بسبب مساMمة )لتمو=ل )لمخصص في J=اR^ )لتقا:=ر

: تتطلب ,إلجر,ء,3 ,لمتنوعة O,لمعقد@ ,لتي تتطلب8ا ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة OجوB مستوT عا= من ,لم8اA@ )لتعق#د ;0;جk )لصلة بالقد:^!.3
ي كث%ر من ,ألح%ا" bلى مو,ئمت8ا على نحو  gضمن تحق%ق ,المتثا=. Oقد gؤO -B,لنظم ,إلgA,Bة O,لمال%ة ,لمتطوO !@A,لتي تحتاë ف

 .èلمنظما3 ,لصغ%ر@ بشكل خا,O !ا3 ?ما� ,لمستج%ب%ن في خط ,لمو,ج8ةgد من ,لتحدgلى خلق ,لمزb  ذ, ,ألمرiلحاجة( Jتبر; 
Rا=J ^:;فضال عن ضر <s;متطلبا1 مبسطة ;متو)فقة تتناسب مع حجم ;مد^ )لمشر Rنسبة )لثبا1 ;)التسا9 في لوجو ^

 )لجوR^> ;سVولة )لوصوh> ;)لتد:=ب ;مدx تو)فر )لوثائق> خاصة في تق##م قد:^ )لشر=ك ;)لتدق#ق.
: تعتبر نسبة كب%ر@ من ,لتقاgAر! Oتق%%م قدA@ ,لشرgك O,لتدق%ق ج8وBً, مكرA@ تؤb -Bلى  ,ستخد,� ,لمو,BA بشكل غ%ر  )الRJ;)ج#ة!.4

من تق##ما1 قد:^ )لشر=ك تؤF !Rلى حد;RJ( z;)ج#ة في  %59 - %40فإbّ  ما3 غ%ر ,لحكوم%ة! كفؤ! فمن Oج8ة نظر ,لمنظ
! O,تفقت جم%ع ,لمنظما3 غ%ر ,لحكوم%ة ,لتي تم سؤ,ل8ا على ?ّ" تق%%ما3 قدA@ ,لشرgك ,لخاصة ب8ا gمكن مشاAكت8ا ب%ن )لعمل

%ا3 ,لمتكرA@ مثل: ,لتقاgAر؛ Oتق%%م قدA@ ,لشرgك! Oمختلف ) ,لعملO .1قد تم تحدgد ,الOBå,ج%ة ف%ما gلي : 18,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة
) O,لعمل ,إلضافي ,لمطلوá من 2عمل%ا3 ,لتدق%ق (?O عمل%ا3 ,لتحقق) على نفس ,لمشرO\/ ,لبرنامج لمختلف ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة.  

i فيO .ز@ ,لخاصة بالج8ة ,لمانحةiلمنظما3 غ%ر ,لحكوم%ة لمو,ئمة ,لمعلوما3 حسب ,لقو,لب ,لجا, Tحدb قامت !Bذ, ,لصد
ساعة من ,لج8د ,لذ- تبذلc في  11000,لمنظما3 ,لدOل%ة غ%ر ,لحكوم%ة بإجر,ء عمل%ة حساب%ة خلصت ف%8ا bلى ?نg cمكن8ا توف%ر 

,لتقاgAر ,لمال%ة ,لتي تقدم8ا ألكبر تسع ج8ا3 مانحة في حا= O,فقت iذQ ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة على تعرgف ,لتكلفة O,عتمد3 قالب 
نفسi .cذ, gOتوجب على ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة OOكاال3 ,ألمم ,لمتحد@! Oكذلك ?- ج8ا3 ?خرT تتولى A,Bb@ ,ألمو,=! ,لعمل ,لتموgل 

سوgًا لتحق%ق ,النسجا� Oتبس%ط ,تفاق%ا3 ,لشرgك ,لتشغ%لي Oعمل%ة تقدgم ,لتقاgAر! بح%ث gتم تنس%ق ,إلجر,ء,O 3,لتنس%قاO 3منع 
 ,الOBå,ج%ة.

: تعتبر ,لنتائج ,لموجز@ ?عالQ الفتة للنظر خصوًصا في ضوء ,كتشاâ ,لدA,سة عد� OجوB متابعة ?O )جعةعدa كفا=ة )لتغذ=ة )لر!.5
تغذgة A,جعة للوثائق ,لمقدمة O,إلجر,ء,3 ,لمنجز@! ح%ث كانت معظم ,لتغذgة ,لر,جعة للتقاgAر تعوb Bلى قضاgا متعلقة باالمتثا= 

                                                
 مل%و" OBالA ?مرgكي. g 20بلغ بم%ز,ن%ة متوسط ق%مت8احكوم%ة  من منظمة غ%ر  2014تش%ر iذQ ,لب%اناb 3لى تحل%ل ,ألAقا� للعا�  17 
 ,لصفقة ,لكبرT لـ" مشاAكة معلوما3 تق%%م ,لشرgك بالحد ,ألقصى ,لممكن" àمع ,اللتز,� ,لمقترî من قبل  ش%ربا تماش%ًا 18 
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دق%ق! Oخصوًصا شرhO ,لمنح! فلم تساiم في كث%ر من ,ألح%ا" في مجا= ,لتعلم ?O ,إلA,B@. ?ما ,لتغذgة ,لر,جعة ,لخاصة بالت
,لمؤسسي. Oغالبًا ما كانت ,لفرè ,لمتاحة لزgاB@ ,لتفاiم O,لمشاAكة من خال= ,لبدء في تنف%ذ ,لمباäB ,لتوج%8%ة غ%ر مستغلة. 

عد,B مشاAكة ملموسة في تق%%م قدA@ ,لشرgك! O bOلتحس%ن ,لجوB@! فإنg cنبغي ,ستكشاâ ,لسبل مع ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة للحصو= على
.3,Aبناء ,لقدO لتعلم, @Bاgå âنتائج ,لتدق%ق! ب8دO !رgAلتقا, 

Oبالبناء على ,لزخم ,لذ- gدAO حو= ",لصفقة ,لكبرT"! تقترî ,لدA,سة بعض ,لخطو,3 ,لملموسة لالنتقا= من مرحلة ,لس%اسة bلى 
Aئ%س%ة للج8ا3 ,لمانحة! ح%ث Oضعت iذQ ,ألسئلة في ن8اgة iذ, ,لتقرgر ضمن hbاA ,لمماAسة ÇOلك من خال= hرî ?سئلة عمل%ة 

). Oتتماشى iذQ ,ألسئلة مع مباäB ,لتبس%ط O,لتو,فق O,لتناسب! Oتسعى bلى 43عمل ,لتغ%%ر ,لمقترî لكل من ,لشرhO ,لثالثة (صفحة 
 تحق%ق hموحا3 مباmAO" :@AB ?قل! مساعد,3 ?كثر"

%%ر في hرgقة عمل ,لمنظما3 غ%ر ,لحكوم%ة مع ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة OOكاال3 ,ألمم ,لمتحد@! Oكذلك سائر ,لج8اO 3من ?جل bل8ا� ,لتغ
,لتي تقو� بتحوgل ,ألمو,= لتنف%ذ ,لعمل ,إلنساني! gOذكر ,لتقرgر في قسمc ,لختامي ,لحاجة لوجوB عمل%ة محدå @Bمن%ًا للوفاء بشكل 

ة ,لكبرgO ."Tشمل Çلك مجموعا3 ,لعمل ,لفن%ة ,لتي تتكو" من ,لج8ا3 ,لمانحة! OOكاال3 جماعي بااللتز,ما3 ,لتي ?قرت8ا ",لصفق
,ألمم ,لمتحد@! O,لمنظما3 غ%ر ,لحكوم%ة! من ?جل مر,جعة ,تفاق%ا3 ,لشر,كة كأOB,3 لبناء ,لثقة! gåOاB@ مستوT ,لجوO !@Bتنف%ذ 

 ,القتر,حا3 ,لعمل%ة ,لتي hرحت في hbاA عمل ,لتغ%%ر.
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Introduction  
to the Study 
 
 

From the available literature and the preparations underway for the May 2016 World Humanitarian 
Summit (WHS), increased attention is focused on the conditions humanitarian donors attach to their 
grants.  The High Level Panel on Humanitarian Financing report19,  commissioned by the UN 
Secretary General, suggested harmonization and simplification of reporting requirements as a way 
forward to save time and resources in an effort to use funds more efficiently and transparently. The 
outcomes of the report prompted major donors and aid agencies20 to discuss a Grand Bargain21  in 
order to reduce inefficiencies in humanitarian action and embrace best practices. This process is 
expected to culminate in commitments made at the WHS in May 2016.  
 
ICVA has been involved for the last few years in a variety of financing work-streams, including co-
chairing the IASC Humanitarian Financing Task Team.  One of its areas of focus has been to identify 
donor conditions that are the most burdensome for NGOs. Building on this momentum, ICVA, 
together with a group of NGOs and networks, has launched the campaign Less Paper, More Aid22.  
 
Situated within the framework of this campaign, this study sought to examine NGO perceptions of 
donor reporting, PCA and audit conditions and donors’ official guidance23. Within this, attention has 
been focused upon giving voice to NGO staff in the field, as well as those in headquarters (HQs), to 
articulate the key challenges encountered in the the everyday workings of an NGO and potential 
solutions to be considered as part of the Grand Bargain and further. 
 
The Issue: Humanitarian organizations must act quickly to provide different life-saving services, 
they must be flexible and capable to adapt quickly to often rapidly changing circumstances and 
needs, and must be accountable to both donors and affected populations. Administrative 
requirements according to recent studies have increased to a degree in which the level of reporting 
impacts negatively on NGOs’ abilities to provide humanitarian assistance and to some effect may 
hamper the implementation of principled humanitarian action. 
 
For the purpose of this study, administrative requirements are understood to be the donor’s 
administrative conditions that govern the relationship between institutional donors and NGOs, UN 
agencies and NGOs, NGOs as well as any other entities transferring funds to NGOs to implement 
aid activities.  

                                                
19 “Too important to fail – addressing the humanitarian financing gap.” High Level Panel on Humanitarian Financing (January 2016) 
20 Including ICRC, IFRC, IOM, the World Bank and the three NGO consortia (ICVA, Interaction and SCHR) 
21 From the HLP Report: Donors to commit to: Less earmarking, More multi-year funding, More harmonized & simplified reporting 
requirements. Recipients commit to: Reduce duplication & management costs; Periodic functional expenditure reviews; Harmonized 
cost structures, especially on overheads; More joint & impartial needs assessments; Incorporate beneficiary feedback.  
22 Less paper more aid is an initiative carried out by NGOs to reduce the burden of donor conditions on aid agencies and thereby 
improve the efficiency of humanitarian action. ICVA together with a group of engaged NGOs and networks (NRC, CARE, DRC, 
INTERSOS, ICMC, Oxfam, Handicap International, World Vision, IRC, Plan, Voice and CHS Alliance) launched this project in December 
2015 building on activities carried out within the IASC Humanitarian Financing Task Team. 
23 Donors here are taken to mean any institution that awards grants to and acts as donors towards NGOs, it therefore includes UN 
agencies.  

1 
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Methodology  
and Reach of Study 
 
 
 

 
The study ran from November 2015 to April 2016 and was broadly conducted in two phases. Within 
Phase 1 reporting conditions were the primary focus, along with initial understanding of NGO 
perspectives from the field. Data was collected through desk research and literature review, 
questionnaires, and a round table discussion with working groups. Feedback received from this 
phase of the study highlighted the importance of adding NGO HQ perspectives to the research. 
Consequently, a series of surveys and interviews were conducted primarily with NGO HQ staff based 
in Europe, to mitigate this gap.  
 
Interest in the topic and the findings of Phase 1 of the study led to its extension into Phase 2. Within 
Phase 2, the conditions under examination were broadened to include PCAs and audit. Given the 
increased interest from all actors on reporting, study on this condition was continued within Phase 
2. This allowed a more comprehensive examination of the issues surrounding reporting, such as the 
processes and resources NGOs use to prepare reports.  
 
The analysis was also split into two streams:  Stream 1 continued to concentrate upon the impact 
on NGOs. The methods used were questionnaires, interviews, case studies24 and round table 
discussion with working groups. The round table discussions were used as a means to collect 
primary data, and as a means to verify the results of the research prior to write up.  
 
Stream 2 constituted a desk review that focused on an exploration of the conditions applied by 
selected UN agencies and institutional donors to NGOs in three areas: reporting, PCAs, and audit.  
It examined four UN agencies - UNOCHA25, UNHCR, WFP and UNICEF - and six institutional donors 
(Canada 26, Danida, ECHO, Germany, DFID and three US agencies27).  
 
The review was conducted in three steps: a) literature review of existing studies; b) examination of 
information, and guidelines available on UN and donor websites (including policy documents, 
guidelines, templates, and forms); c) analysis of examples of grant agreements, templates, official 
communications and guidelines provided by partner NGO either at the HQ or in the field.        
 

                                                
24 Whilst it is understood that the use of case studies provide a detailed understanding of the individual circumstances of 
one NGO, their use as a data collection method in the study was to highlight some of the real life experiences of NGOs in 
complying with reporting, PCA and auditing conditions.  
25 Humanitarian Outcomes, 2016. “Donor Reporting Requirements Research”. According to US Office of Management 
and Budget (OBM) provisions, the standard form SF425  is a mandatory form for reporting, own form can be used only 
for the submission of the general ledger. The narrative report (program performance report) should be drafted according 
to the list reporting requirement but using the application in the portal “ART”  providing an on line single form with 
standard fields.) 
26 Global Affairs Canada (GAC) from now on, in this study it will be referred to as Canada 
27 PRM, OFDA, FFP 

2 
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A number of issues were analysed for each topic. The findings are compiled in three tables 
summarizing the main conditions applied to NGOs according to identified criteria. These tables are 
found in Appendix 2 which cover reporting, PCA and audit conditions applied by UN agencies and 
institutional donors. It is important to note that the information presented in the tables in Appendix 2 
is drawn from the written documents available on line, or received from the donors. Conditions 
applied by UN agencies and donors can vary on a case-by-case basis depending on multiple factors 
(including organization specific issues, place of implementation etc.). As such, in some instances 
the requirements indicated in the tables may be overstated or understated.  The study illustrates the 
findings, and where possible, the conditions imposed by UN agencies are compared with those 
imposed by institutional donors.  
 
In total 39 NGOs or NGO platforms were consulted in the course of the study. This comprised 19 
NNGOs and 20 INGOs. Round-tables were conducted in Beirut, Amman and Geneva and data 
gathered from the field primarily emanated from the Middle East and West and Central Africa, 
particularly Lebanon, Jordan and Niger. The reach of the research in terms of NGO participation and 
literature consulted through the different data collection methods includes 44 questionnaires, 44 
round table participants, 10 interviews, 9 case studies and 6028 donor guidance documents. Further 
details on the reach and participation of NGOs in the research can be found in Appendix 3.  
 
It was an explicit aim of the study to gain the perspectives of NGOs on the conditions of reporting, 
PCA, and audits. While the study was successful in achieving this, it should be noted that it does not 
claim to represent all the perspectives of the humanitarian NGO sector, which is rich in diversity and 
geographical spread. The focus of the study also means that the perspectives of donor institutions 
are not provided other than through their written guidance. This means important areas for analysis 
on this topic, such as the flow of funding from source funder to the responder on the ground, and the 
intermediaries in-between, are not included within this report. Interviews with donors and UN 
agencies are needed to fully capture the rationale behind policies and procedures and the approach 
of different UN agencies and donors. This may be an area for further investigation. Finally, the study 
is also limited by degree to which donors or partner NGO make their guidelines and associated 
documentation freely available online. The quantity and level of detail of information available was 
found to vary greatly for different UN agencies and donors. 

                                                
28 This number includes the examples of grant agreements and other documents shared by the partners in the field that 
are not included in list of resources for confidentiality reasons". 
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Findings: 
Donor Reporting  
 

 
 

 
The study found that current donor reporting requirements were: 

•! Excessive 
•! Duplicative 
•! Resource and time-consuming 

 
3.1. Reporting Findings: Desk Review 
 
The desk review highlights in particular two of these elements: excessive reporting and duplication.  
 
3.1.1. Excessive Reporting 
A review of UN and institutional donors’ general guidelines confirm the demanding frequency of 
reporting requested from NGOs29. The analysis shows that overall UN agencies require more 
frequent reports compared to institutional donors. On average the UN agencies examined required 
a minimum of six reports to a maximum of eight per year. The institutional donors examined, required 
on average, a minimum of two reports to a maximum of six per year.  
 
The frequency of reporting requested may vary in different contexts at the country level. General 
guidelines sometime give a margin of flexibility by indicating a minimum amount of reporting, while 
the exact requirements could be substantially different in certain contexts. For example, DFID 
general guidelines state that: “DFID will require at least one Interim Report, most likely at the mid-
point, and a Final Report.” In the Syria context DFID is requesting quarterly progress reports, though 
this was specified in the related Grant Agreement.  

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
 

                                                
29 Reports are understood as any narrative and/or or financial report that is scheduled within the contract.  

3 

Table 1: Comparison made on the basis of available published guidelines.!
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As indicated within the recent study of Humanitarian Outcomes on donor reporting30, written 
guidance may under-estimate the amount of reporting required. The review of guidelines shows that, 
in addition to the standard number of reports indicated in the guidelines, donors can request extra 
reports or additional information. Guidelines normally leave a margin of flexibility. For example: a) 
DFID can request brief email updates and Canada can demand status updates in high profile 
humanitarian contexts; b) Most guidelines state that the exact number of reports will be indicated in 
the grant agreement. This is the case for OCHA, UNHCR, UNICEF, Canada, Danida, Germany, 
DFID, and US PRM. 
 
Usually the number of reports requested is indicated with terms like: at least, minimum, generally. 
Donors can often request additional reports as well as informal reports. Grant agreements often 
foresee exceptions: additional requests etc.  This is the case for UNHCR and UNICEF, DFID and 
Canada. 
!

 
 
                                                
30 “It is therefore possible that the reporting templates understate the amount of reporting required” Humanitarian 
Outcomes “Donor reporting requirements research” February 22 2016, p9 

 
UNICEF guidelines: 

“Additional progress reporting requirements are determined as appropriate to the context 
taking into account any donor reporting requirements”.  
 

UNHCR guidelines: 
 “The frequency of submission of the standard reports should be adjusted for the needs of the 
Project and the history of the partnership” and “Additional reports may be required to 
supplement the standard reports (i.e. distribution or health reports) or a specific requirement 
of a donor” 

 
DFID Guidelines: 

“For informal reporting, this is likely to be in the form of brief email updates and should be 
aligned with organization’s own reporting arrangements where appropriate to reduce the 
burden on field teams. Informal reporting, the contents and timing of which should be agreed 
with DFID following proposal acceptance, should set out succinct bullets on: a) key activities 
achieved to date; b) any areas of concern or problems faced to date, including delays; and c) 
any changes you wish to make to increase effectiveness or efficiency”. 

 
CANADA guidelines: 

In the event that reports do not fulfil IHA’s requirements, IHA may request additional 
information or revised reports before projects will be closed. And in relation to food assistance: 
“At the beginning of the calendar year, NGOs that have received funding the year before for 
eligible activities and products under the Food Assistance Convention will be contacted on a 
case-by-case basis and requested to provide the statistical information required for DFATD 
to complete annual reporting related to the Convention. The specific reporting template and 
instructions will be provided”. 
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3.1.2 Duplicated Reporting Requirements 
Reporting formats vary in length and level of detail. UNICEF and OCHA, Canada, Denmark and 
DFID have simple formats. ECHO has a more complex format and is much more explicitly detailed 
than others. However, ECHO’s Single Form is user-friendly and partners can submit proposal and 
report using the same template, making the process easier. The US has slightly different reporting 
schemes between the three agencies. These reports have fairly similar narrative sections to other 
donors, but with additional focus on technical sectoral tracking and standard indicators. OFDA and 
FFP do not use templates for NGO narrative reporting, but rather list reporting requirements in 
guidance documents. PRM uses a standard template for NGO reporting31.. 
 
The table below indicates the number of sections and questions in the reporting format. 
!

 
Table 2: Number of Sections and Questions in reporting format!

!
Reporting templates among donors are similar but not quite the same. Most templates have a similar 
word format, divided in sections with 10-20 questions and request the same type of information32

: a) 
Program and context status; b) Changes between expected and realized outputs; c) outcomes and 
impacts; d) Management issues (risk, security, procurement of goods); e) Coordination with others; 
f) Financials update or summary; g) Cross-cutting quality issues (e.g. gender, resilience, 
environment, etc.); h) Lessons learned.  
 
Annexes often include a table for inputting information in to a logical framework by line (proposed 
vs. achieved) as well as financial statements (proposed vs. actual spend, receipts, etc.).  
 
Some differences can be noted when looking at the content of reports requested by UN agencies 
and those requested by institutional donors. The core content of the reports for both groups is: 
Achievements, Financial information, Changes in the implementation and Log-frames and indicators. 
institutional donors in general33 put more emphasis on lessons learnt, assumptions and risks, 
crosscutting issues such gender and coordination and technical issues (particularly in the case of 
the US). 

                                                
31 Humanitarian Outcomes, 2016 “Donor Reporting Requirements Research”. February 22 2016. 
32 Humanitarian Outcomes, 2016 “Donor Reporting Requirements Research”. February 22 2016 
33 Some UN agencies, like OCHA have sections on cross-cutting issues 
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Even when reporting formats include the same topics, the terminology and the actual content to be 
included in each report’s section may differ substantially.  
!
 
3.2. Reporting Findings: Field Data 
 
The field data and the desk review both highlighted concern with excessive reporting and duplicative 
reporting requirements. In addition, the analysis of the impact on NGOs showed that NGOs perceive 
current reporting requirements to be consuming in terms of time and resources.  The key challenges 
NGOs identified with reporting were as follows: 
 
3.2.1 The Volume of Reporting  
Within the Humanitarian Outcomes Report commissioned by the GHD co-chair34, it was noted that 
donors did not view reporting requirements as overly burdensome for partners. However, it was also 
acknowledged that partners naturally would be best placed to comment upon the levels of donor 
reporting that they fulfil.  Across the three different data collection methods employed in this study, 
the volume of donor reporting were regarded as high by the majority of NGOs. Terms such as 
‘excessive’, ‘crazy’, ‘too much’ or we are ‘reporting machines’ were used to by NGOs to describe the 
amounts of reporting they completed.   
 
Levels of reporting were found to be driven by a number of factors: 

•! The frequency of reporting deadlines that are scheduled into contracts.  NGOs cited donor 
obligations for reporting that are quarterly, monthly, or even weekly.  

•! The use of additional/ad-hoc reporting requests by donors that whilst maybe provisioned for 
in contracts, are not typically scheduled.  

•! The use of earmarked funding and co-funding by donors requires grant specific reporting for 
each grant, and repeated reporting for each donor contributions to a project. 

•! Requests for financial reporting per activities35 (a practice abandoned by many donors but 
that is still in use).  

 
In terms of volume of reporting, on average each NNGOs or Country Office of INGOs responded to 
the questionnaire had 36 reporting deadlines currently scheduled for 2016 in one single country, 
from across an average of 10 grants issued by 8 donors. Of course these deadlines could increase 
as the additional grants come on line over the course of the year. At current figures this is equivalent 
to submitting a formal donor report every 10 days. 9% of respondents currently had over 75 reporting 
deadlines over 2016, namely a requirement to submit a formal report every  five (5) days, whilst the 
highest number of reports to currently service within 2016 for a single country office of an INGO was 
80.   
 
Where reporting was handled centrally within an INGO, the number of contracted donor reports 
submitted in a 12-month period could total 1,250 for a single organization, as the case study in Box 
1 below highlights. Here, the questionnaire and the case study data correlate on the average number 
                                                
34!Humanitarian Outcomes (2016) “Donor Reporting Requirements Research”. February 22 2016!
35 Financial reporting by activity requires grantees to report detailed expenditure at activity level instead of result/outcome 
level. This requires an excessive level of detail and limits flexibility. 
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of reports a country office produced per year (35 and 36 respectively). However, the case study 
illustrates how given the geographic reach of INGOs, the cumulative effects of country level 
requirements can stack up. The causes for this number of reports were linked by respondents to 
their funding portfolios. This is a point also made within the ‘Humanitarian Outcomes’36 report where 
it states: “NGOs have ‘significantly more reporting requirements [than PIOs]. This difference is due 
to the fact that (1) unlike PIOs, donors do not play a role in the governance of NGOs and hence do 
not help shape their internal accountability mechanisms; and (2) NGO funding is more frequently 
connected to specific projects (i.e. earmarked) and therefore is seen to require detailed, project-
specific reporting to ensure accountability.”  This position is confirmed by the field data. NGOs that 
participated in the study were usually funded by a range of donors (institutional, UN, INGO amongst 
others) that provide typically earmarked, project specific funding, that is at times also co-funded.  

 

 
 
Interestingly interviewees also noted that reporting requirements in emergencies increased. It was 
stated that the quick turn over of funds and projects of shorter duration associated with emergency 
contexts may cause reporting obligations to mount up. As one interviewee noted, in emergency 
scenarios: “Whether there are more or less reporting requirements? That is a question to consider”. 
There is a question here therefore over where resources should be directed. 
 
As noted above, in section 3.1.1, written guidance may under-estimate the amount of reporting that 
NGOs complete. This view was corroborated by the perceptions of NGO that participated in this 
study and was confirmed by the data in two ways. Firstly, the study found that the average grant-to- 
report ratio was 1:3 or 1:4 – namely that 1 grant led to 3 or 4 combined narrative and financial reports 
(which could be counted as 6 to 8 individual reports). However, what these figures do not detail are 
what comprises ‘a report’ which, in terms of annexes, can be significant and will be discussed below 
in section 3.2.3. Additionally, written guidance underestimates the amount of reporting due to the 
use of ad-hoc/additional reports by donors. Indeed, when the INGO of the case study above looked 
at the overall reporting burden of a regional programme of six country programme and included ad- 
hoc/additional reports it found that a report was submitted every 24 hours. Another case study 

                                                
36 Humanitarian Outcomes (2016) “Donor Reporting Requirements Research”, February 22 2016 p3. 

Case Study of an  
Example Scheduled Reporting Year for a Large INGO 

 
Scheduled Reporting Requirements for a Large INGO  

Statistics for 2015: All Donors 
 
Contracted Reporting Requirements 

• 1,250 reports submitted to donors from 452 grants and 53 donors. 
• 3.4 donor reports produced by the organization per day.  
• On average 35 reports submitted by each country programme. 
• These figures do not include ad-hoc/additional reporting requests from donors 

 
In addition to the above figures: 

• 47 grants (approximately 10%) were to be audited. 
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pointed to the fact that across 8 months within 1 regional project, field staff spent over 1000 man-
hours on reporting activities not agreed to in the contract, involving 12 staff.  
 
The study found that such ad-hoc/additional report requests were a fairly regular and broad based 
practice amongst donors. It was more common amongst institutional and UN donors with 42% and 
53% of questionnaire respondents having received such requests from their donors respectively, 
than that of INGO donors (18% of respondents).  
 

 
Table 3:  % of respondents who had received additional ad-hoc requests from donors 

 
Reasons provided by NGOs for donors requesting these ad-hoc/ additional reports included: 

•! To provide additional data/information  
•! To provide updated sit-reps / progress reports 
•! To support donors’ own internal analysis / HQ data needs 
•! To provide case studies  
•! To accompany NGO extension requests 
•! When the donor does not have a physical presence in-country and so sought information 

from those on the ground 
 

While the experience of the burden that additional/ad-hoc reporting imposed varied between NGOs, 
for some the need was queried. This was particularly questioned when reporting was already 
frequent (e.g. quarterly) and donor therefore already had recent data and updates. This links into the 
questions NGOs had on the use donors made of the reports they submitted; a subject to be returned 
to in section 3.2.5 below.  
 
 
3.2.2 The Timing of Reporting  
In line with the volume and the cumulative totals of number of reports to submit, the timing attached 
to reporting was found to pose challenges. This was in the following ways:  
 

•! Differing schedules and time periods applied to narrative and financial reports for a given 
donor 
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•! Short turnaround times between the end of the reporting period and the deadline for the 
report 

•! Donor deadlines being changed 
 
The issue of the time periods for reports was a difficulty related to the practices of a small number of 
donors.  For example, different schedules and time periods could be applied by the same donor to 
narrative and financial reports they required. As such financial reports would run quarterly from the 
start of the grant, but narrative reports would run quarterly in terms of the calendar year. Whilst NGOs 
complied with this request, it made the process of report preparation in their words, ‘tricky’. As noted 
within the desk review above, a review of guidelines indicates that this is the case for OCHA37 that 
request financial reports for each disbursement and US PRM that has different schedule for narrative 
and financial quarterly reports, one running quarterly from the start of the grant and the other in terms 
of calendar year. 
 
Other challenges related to the timing of reporting were also found. It was highlighted that where 
reporting was frequent, such as monthly, this could strain resources, given the time and staff involved 
in report preparation, as will be detailed later, affecting the quality of reports. Deadlines for 
submission of final reports were also considered a challenge. As indicated in round table discussions 
meeting deadline for submission of financial reports in particular was considered unrealistic given 
the internal financial accounting system in place. As was noted; “You cannot report on expenditures 
that have not yet been recorded into your accounting system”. Challenges posed by donor deadlines 
also included donors not meeting their own deadlines when they are responsible for compiling part 
of the report with knock on effects for NGOs downstream; and reporting deadlines being changed 
part way through the contract, with at times limited notification.  A case study on such an instance 
was collected concerning the practice of a UN agency in Pakistan, where due to internal deadlines 
it was beholden to meet, all NGO reporting was to be brought forward a month. Issues associated 
with the timing of reporting deadlines were particularly stressed during the round table discussion. 
The issue was particularly felt by smaller organizations. Yet, these smaller NGOs are most typically 
those with the least negotiating leverage with donors and the least access to donor funds. 
 
 
3.2.3 Reporting Formats and Duplication 
Duplication: In line with the findings from the review of donor guidance above, the research on NGO 
perceptions shows that there is overlap in the reports that NGOs produce. This occurs in a number 
of ways: 
 

•! Duplication with reporting between in-country coordination reporting mechanism / host 
government reporting / donor reporting  

•! Duplication within reporting between donors of a co-funded project 
•! Tailoring each narrative and financial report to each donor format. This includes: 

6! Variation in content requirements 

                                                
37 OCHA Operational Handbook. Disbursements: The implementing partner will receive a first installment at the beginning 
of the project and will be entitled to request the next disbursement(s), by submitting a financial statement, as soon as the 
implementing partner has spent 70 per cent of the funds previously received. Financial reporting: Partners will submit 
financial statements when requesting the next disbursement; All partners will have to submit a report by the dates specified 
in the Grant Agreement; All implementing partners will submit a financial statement within two months of the end of the 
project.  
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6! Differences in terminology and classifications 
6! The need to present the same activity according to donor language and understanding 
6! Addressing areas of specific donor interest 
6! Supplying a range of annexes.  

   
Overall, the similarity of donor reports, yet current lack in standardized, harmonized formats, even 
amongst grants that are co-funded, leads to a perception amongst NGOs of duplication. Amongst 
questionnaire respondents, on average NGOs had 2 donors within their portfolio that allowed them 
to use their own reporting format for narrative and financial reports.  However, on average, none 
experienced donors that had developed and agreed shared reporting formats including for co-funded 
grants. Anecdotal evidence suggested this was possible, with one NGO citing an example whereby 
two UN agencies unified reporting processes and formats when co-financing, however this was an 
exception to the data. In sum the study found that in majority of cases NGOs reported to donors in 
donor specific formats.  
 
Unsurprisingly then, when questioned, NGOs perceived duplication in the production of reports. This 
was particularly so with the production of narrative reports within a co-funded project, where 40-
59%38 of the report was regarded as duplicated effort, as detailed below: 
 
 

 % Narrative Report % Financial Report 
Narrative and Financial Report  20-39% 20-39% 
Co-funded Narrative and Financial Report 40-60% 20-39% 
   
Time saved if reporting was standardized 20-39% 

Table 4:  % of the narrative and financial reports regarded as duplication 

 
Such duplication in effort leads to an inefficient use of NGO resources and inefficiencies in the 
reporting production process. It raises questions about whether such work is the most effective use 
of NGO staff time. Case study data collected during the course of the study pointed to the potential 
savings in time there could be if these forms of duplication were eradicated. Looking at financial data 
only, one INGO conducted an internal study on the amount of time that could be saved if financial 
reporting requirements and formats were harmonized. This study found that currently most donors 
have different templates for budgeting and financial reporting. In addition, most donors have different 
definitions of administration, support and programme costs39. This then has the following effects. 
 

•! NGOs spend a lot of time reformatting financial information into different templates. It was 
calculated that the NGO referenced in the above para could save more than 11 000 hours 
on financial reports for its nine largest donors if those donors had the same financial 
template.  

•! Differences in templates and definitions additionally creates extra work on budgeting, 
accounting and audit so the total time that could be saved is a lot higher. 

                                                
38 This range relates to the structure of the questionnaire, whereby if NGOs perceived duplication with reporting they 
were asked to identify how much in the ranges of 0-19%; 20-39%; 40-59%; 60-79%; and 80-99%.  
39 As currently under discussion in the framework of the Grand Bargain on efficiency in the work-stream on management 
costs 
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Composition and Formats of Reports: It was noted in section 3.2.1 above that solely considering the 
volume of reports that NGOs submit is insufficient for a total analysis of efficiency. As well, attention 
needs to be paid to what constitutes ‘a report’ and therefore the time and resources that are required 
to produce it. As found within the desk review, NGOs perceived significant variation in the length and 
detail stipulated by donors in their reports, as detailed below. 
 
 

 Institutional 
Donors 

UN  
Donors 

 

INGO  
Donors 

Average Number of pages of 
shortest final narrative report 
(excluding annexes) 

11 10 10 

Average Number of pages of 
longest final narrative report 
(excluding annexes) 

28 26 21 

Average Lowest  number of 
annexes you must submit with 
your final report  

2 2 1 

Average Highest number of 
annexes you must submit with 
your final report 

6 5 4 

Table 5:  NNGO / Country office INGO perceptions of Donor formats 

 
What is notable from the table above is that there is coherence in the content of reports, even if 
specific formats do differ, the quantity of data required is consistently variable within all donor groups. 
In comparing final reports, some reports are perceived to be over 100% - 150% longer than others 
in terms of length of narrative and the number of annexes required. This raises the question of why 
do certain donors, be it institutional, UN or INGO, require so much more information that others? It 
also points to the possibilities and potential benefits of simplification and a lessening of the data and 
information required.  
 
Indeed, given the quantity of annexes that can be required by donors, annexes should not be 
overlooked when considering the workload associated within reporting. As one NGO commented, 
“with some donors, when annexes to the narrative and financial reports are considered, including 
timesheets, vehicle logs etc. there can be up to 20 annexes submitted within the year”, in addition 
to fulfilling that same donors narrative and financial reporting requirements.  
 
Yet, work to comply with donor requirements on reports and their annexes does not solely relate to 
the production of the report itself, but the work that must be done beforehand by the NGO to adapt 
its systems to accurately capture that data, as demonstrated in the case study below. This was also 
highlighted in the interview data with one interviewee drawing attention specifically to the work his 
organization was currently going through to be able to comply with new annex requirements on 
timesheets, as the new data that was required was not systematically captured by that organization 
at present. 
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Indeed, rather than just the format itself, within the study respondents drew attention to the time it 
may take NGOs to respond to the changes donors make to their templates. 
 
 
3.2.4 Reporting Resources and Time    
The resources and time associated with reporting within NGOs is not commonly understood by 
donors.  
 
Supporting Report Production: The first issue to highlight with regard to the resources attached to 
reporting was that the study found the production of the report itself alone was not the only work 
involved in being able to fulfil donor reporting obligations.  Staff time within field offices and HQs was 
additionally spent on:  
 

•! Providing support to colleagues on how to comply with the individual requirements of donor 
reports 

•! Tracking/monitoring of changes to donor formats and conditions 
•! Amendment or additions to internal systems to comply with changes to templates or new 

donor requirements (as detailed above) 
•! Producing guidance on donor conditions, reporting amongst others.  

Updating Internal Systems with New Templates 
 

The introduction of new reporting or budgeting templates by donors requires implementing 
agencies amend their own processes and templates to allow them to adhere to the new 
requirements.  
 
With the introduction of a new budgeting by a major humanitarian donor, one INGO tracked 
the resource used to adapt their systems to the new format.   

 
The INGO found that resource was then expended in across the following tasks: identifying 
new needs;  
• reviewing current template 
• linking new donor template to database 
• building new coding 
• creating mapping solutions 
• adding data loading solutions 
• interfacing modifications to template 
• testing 
 
In studying the amount of time that completing this work took, it was highlighted that a total 
of 325 man hours were spent on the one donor amendment at HQ level within the one 
organization. For a full overview of costs, time spent on the training and support of field staff 
needs to be included and it is considerable. 
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Anecdotal evidence gathered suggested the size of the task associated with this latter point could 
be notable, with one NGO commenting that there is currently over 700 pages of guidance to 
understand and advice on the conditions of just one large government donor they currently have.  
 
NGO Processes To Prepare Reports: Regarding the production of the report itself, it was found 
that NGO processes to fulfil narrative and financial donor reporting varied but could be complex 
involving a range of staff across a number of departments and/or partners40. Reflecting their internal 
structures, some NGOs have set processes that are followed for each report, whilst others handle 
each donor report in a different way depending on what is required. Consequently, for some NGOs 
donor reports can be submitted directly from the country office to the donor, others come through 
HQs. Parts of the reporting chain can therefore include all or some of the following:  field office -> 
country office and/or regional office -> headquarters -> donor. Typically, narrative and financial 
reports will be initially produced separately by operational and finance teams respectively to be 
brought together further down the process. A range of staff members will be involved in the 
preparation of each report, however it was noted that numbers could vary. As one interviewee 
commented: “The more comprehensive a grant the reporting will require more input from staff 
members.  For example, a livelihoods project will have input from just livelihood staff but a multi-
sectoral project will have input from staff from all the sectors”. 
 
Time and Resources Involved in Report Production: In terms of staffing, NGOs noted that those 
involved in the preparation of reports constitute dedicated reporting staff and/or staff from other 
functions for whom reporting is not the main thrust of their role. The study found that on average 
eight members of staff within the NGO would be involved in the preparation of each donor report. 
When looking at the resources spent on reporting two issues were highlighted. First, the amount of 
resource reporting can take, as noted in the case study below. Second, the additional pressures and 
burden that can be placed upon front-line responders who have to satisfy the demand for reporting 
from colleagues and NGO partners, as detailed in the case study below.  
 
Case study data collected highlighted the degree to which NGO may have staff and expend resource 
specifically to fulfil reporting requirements. Within one INGO there were: 

•! Two types of posts with explicit responsibility for reporting across HQ and field programmes. 
•! Collectively there were 46 staff in these posts across the INGO.  
•! 40-50% of the time of these posts spent on meeting reporting requirements. 
•! Posts are responsible for coordination around deadlines, facilitating reporting processes, 

quality assurance, compilation of annexes, completing requisite administration. 
•! Full time equivalents of 20-25 full time positions spent per year on reporting in terms of 

dedicated reporting staff. 
  
For those staff involved in reporting but whose main role is not directly related to the preparation of 
reports, reporting could be viewed as an additional job. For those in operational positions it was 
found completing the paperwork that reporting entails could impact their work on the ground, as the 
case study below from an NGO currently working in Syria highlights.  
 
 
                                                
40 Please note this does not include the preparation of annexes which may include other teams/additional staff. 
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A Voice from the Field  
The Reality of Collecting Data for Donors at the Front-line 

 
‘In the context of Syria, the burden of reporting is mostly falling on staff inside Syria. By staff inside 
Syria, I do not just mean INGO contracted staff, but the doctor working in the hospital, the teacher 
in the school, the person handing out kits at a distribution centre. These people are incredibly busy 
providing the life saving services and actually implementing the activities on the ground. The 
doctors and nurses at hospitals are the ones disaggregating the data and compiling all ad-hoc 
information requested by NGOs. They are not trained to do this, they do not have an information 
management system from which to extract information, and most importantly they do not 
understand the reason behind completing three or four different data collection templates. This 
means that information is often inaccurate or incomplete, and done hastily just to say that they 
gave a report. The constant emails and pressures and reminders from NGOS to send in the 
information, receipts, and bids is seen as a trivial when compared to the work they are doing. 
Because of this, some facilities have decided to only accept funding from sources with fewer 
requirements, like Gulf donors, who do not have these reporting requirements. On the other hand, 
sub-grantees often have to decide if they want to continue working with a certain entity whose 
reporting is not up to standards because it causes problems with the INGO and donor. This often 
means that in some cases, funds are not directed just based on needs, but also on whether a 
certain activity can fulfil donor requirements.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
The disruption that reporting can cause at the front-line was also raised during interviews.  As one 
interviewee noted: “The last week of each month is focussed upon reporting both in the field and 
HQ.  So at the end of the month in the field they won’t be doing as many awareness sessions, clinics, 
project activities etc., as they are getting the data together”.  Both sets of comments are telling. They 
underline not only the prominence and infiltration of administration into the everyday work of NGOs 
and their partners, but more importantly it illustrates how aid can be affected by the compliance with 
administrative requirements, rather than fulfilling need: a cornerstone of humanitarian principles. 
Moreover, and equally as important, this case study, as reported in the box below, went on to suggest 
that administration could additionally undermine delivery on the ground. 
 
 

 
 

A Voice from the Field (continued) 
The Reality of Collecting Data for Donors at the Front-line 

 
On a (similar but) separate note...we had a few instances where beneficiaries were reluctant to 
come to a distribution site to collect kits because they had to complete at least three forms 
(requested by donors): beneficiary evaluation form (before distribution), beneficiaries feed back 
form (collected two weeks after), and data collection forms (at time of distribution). They thought 
it was almost not worth it just for a small kit.’ 
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3.2.5 Reporting and Engagement 
Literature points to the fact that donors believe reporting should be a mutually beneficial process41. 
Yet perceptions by NGOs reflect reporting now as more of an administrative tool than a meaningful 
channel of communication between donor and NGO.  
 
The study found that the degree to which NGOs received feedback from donors on the progress 
detailed within reports was inconsistent. Where feedback was received from donors on NGO reports, 
NGOs perceived it mostly related to issues of compliance or was administrative in nature. This is not 
to say that feedback on reports never led to more meaningful engagement (such as on identifying 
best practice), rather such instances were ‘limited’. As one interviewee commented: “That is not to 
say that dialogue and engagement does not happen, it is just through other channels. Through visits, 
meetings, evaluations. Reporting is not where you learn.” Consequently, questions were raised by 
NGOs of what was the true purpose of reporting. Whilst NGOs recognized and appreciated the value 
that reporting could have and that accountability was needed, it was felt to be a bureaucratic, 
administrative task that did not balance accountability upwards with accountability towards affected 
population.  
 
It was noted within ‘Humanitarian Outcomes’ study on reporting, that USAID amended the reporting 
requirements placed upon the UN after discussion on the frequency of the requested reporting. 
Consequently, there was a move towards less written reporting and more ‘program performance 
updates’ via phone, email etc. replacing formal reports. Similarly within the study, NGOs highlighted 
the need to review the forms of dialogue between NGO and donor and consider alternative mediums 
for exchange. This issue of communication came out particularly within the responses of Round 
Table participants, which highlighted the potential range of communication forms and consequently 
the alternatives there were to communicating on project progress with donors other than through 
written reports (e.g. meetings, calls, field visits, etc.). In sum, there was the desire to decrease the 
frequency of written communications and reduce the over-reliance on written reporting processes. 
The overall aim was to make the mediums of communication more effective and meaningful.  
  

                                                
41 Humanitarian Outcomes, 2016 “Donor Reporting Requirements Research”. February 22 2016. 
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Findings: 
Donor PCA Requirements  
 

 
 

 
 
The study found that current donor PCA requirements were/had: 

•! Duplicative 
•! Inconsistent quality in communication/information flows 
•! Disproportionate 

 
 
4.1  PCA Findings: Desk Review 
 
PCA are designed to assess a broad array of organizational procedures and policies and can contain 
a substantial number of questions and annexes. The desk review highlighted in particular the 
prevalence and the duplication of PCAs. 
 
This study uses the definition of PCA adopted by the ICVA 2015 study on PCAs42: “Key assessments 
in use for a particular fund or donor to assess and decide on funding allocations to NGOs in different 
humanitarian contexts”. This review examined the different steps of the PCA, including pre-
assessments and follow up assessments that are not necessarily part of the PCA, but happen during 
the validity period of the PCA and may have an impact on the risk rating of the NGO or the validity 
of the PCA itself. As highlighted in the ICVA study, the availability of information on PCAs on-line is 
limited. In most cases, general information is available, while detailed information on the process is 
absent. Generally, there are scarce explanations on how and why the assessment is conducted and 
how the information will be used. Furthermore, most PCA analysis are focused on due diligence. 
These two elements suggest that PCA is used by donors as a tool to assess and manage risks rather 
than to build partners capacity. 
 
4.1.1  Disproportionate 
The prevalence of PCAs is due to various factors. A first element is that PCA are conducted by 
different donors. The exam of guidelines indicates that many donors foresee the possibility to use 
proxy indicators. As stated in the ICVA study 43, in challenging environments, agencies may make 
use of proxies in the form of assessments conducted by other donors to support their analysis. 
Therefore, proxies are not used as a substitute of their own accountability procedures but rather as 
a resource to verify and triangulate data.   
 
Prevalence of PCA is not solely determined by the occurrence of the PCA itself. Some assurance 
activities and assessments are undertaken before and after the PCA. Following the PCA, some 
                                                
42 p 9 and 10, ICVA  Partner Capacity Assessment of Humanitarian NGO’s – Fit for purpose? ICVA, June 2015 
43 p 15 ICVA, Partner Capacity Assessment of Humanitarian NGO’s – Fit for purpose? ICVA, June 2015 

4 
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donors conduct assurance activities for the duration of the partnership. For example, OCHA updates 
the Partner Performance Index (PPI) every year, UNHCR conducts a desk review44 before entering 
the second year of Partner Partnership Agreement (PPA).   
 
Furthermore, the validity of the PCA and pre-assessments is limited and varies from two to five years. 
Each donor applies different rules to determine the validity of the PCA. For some agencies the validity 
is linked to the programming cycle. For example, in contrast with the field study, HACT45 micro 
assessments are valid for a period not to exceed the duration of the programme cycle and may 
extend across programme cycles. Some agencies will repeat PCA if the IP has not received funds 
from the donor for a certain amount of time, this is the case for OCHA and US. Others, like Canada, 
simply indicate that PCA have to be repeated after  three years46. In some cases, PCA can be re-
assessed even during the period of validity. OCHA’s guideline states that PCA can be re-assessed 
periodically. In some cases, partners are requested to submit audited financial statements on a year 
basis in order to maintain the eligibility as partner.   
 
4.1.2 Duplicative 
As illustrated in the picture below, PCAs from both UN agencies and institutional Donors include a 
high number of questions. Even in the case of Canada, where the number of questions is limited, 
the number of sub questions and the level of details requested is substantial.    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
44 UNHCR Partner portal, Guidance note 1: “While the selection of partner is for a period of two UNHCR programme 
cycles, the following is required to be done prior to entering into the second year Project Partnership Agreement: a) Desk 
review by the Programme Unit (or other designated unit) to ensure that the operation requires retention and the partner 
performance is adequate. b) If the desk review determines that the partner should not be retained (Annex H), the matter 
shall be referred to the Committee. Upon recommendation of the Committee, the Head of Office may decide not to retain 
the partner. Such decision will be communicated in writing to the partner  
45 Harmonized Approach to Cash Transfer. A Harmonized Approach to Cash Transfers (HACT) Framework, a common 
operational (harmonized) structure for transferring cash to both government and non-government Implementing Partners 
(IPs), was launched in April 2005 by UNDP, UNFPA, WFP and UNICEF. HACT changed the management of cash 
transfers from a system of rigid controls to a risk management approach aimed at reducing transaction costs, simplifying 
and harmonizing rules and procedures, while strengthening the capacity of implementing partners to effectively manage 
resources. The 2005 HACT Framework was revised in 2014 to build on lessons learnt from initial roll-out and results of 
various assessments and evaluations at inter-agency level. The revised Framework, entitled “UNDG HACT Framework 
2014”, was endorsed by UNDP, UNICEF, and UNFPA, and approved by UNDG in February 2014 supersedes the 2005 
version and applies to all countries and contexts, including emergency, crisis and post-conflict!countries, in line with 
agencies roll-out plan. https://undg.org/home/undg-mechanisms/business-operations-working-group/hact-advisory-
committee/  
46 Global Affairs Canada (GAC), Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada (DFATD) –International Humanitarian 
Aid (IHA), 2014, Funding Application Guidelines for Non-Governmental Organizations  pg 18: “Only those organizations 
that pose an acceptable level of financial risk, as assessed by DFATD, will be eligible to apply for DFATD funding” 
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The number of annexes requested during the PCA is also significant and adds to the prevalence of 
PCAs for NGOs. OCHA – CBPF requests 91 annexes, the highest number of attachments among 
the four agencies examined47.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As indicated in the ICVA report48, PCAs focus on broad categories such as: legal registration and 
governance, organizational information and structure, financial management capacity, procurement 
policy and procedures, logistic systems and quality control, accounting and auditing capacity, 
qualified and reliable human resources, technical capacity in relevant sectors, access to priority 
locations and community relations, track record from similar work, coordination with other funders 
and network partners, monitoring and evaluation capacity. The review of the PCAs examined in this 
study confirms the focus on the above areas. Nonetheless, the information and the level of details 
required for each category may be different for different organizations. The table below provides a 
snapshot of number of questions and annexes requested on the subject of financial data the in the 
PCA of OCHA, ECHO and Canada.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
The questions included in different PCAs do not necessarily overlap. The table below provides an 
example of the different details requested under the topic “Organizational capacity” by Canada and 
ECHO. If we look at the question on governance in the table below, we see that the information 
requested is only partially overlapping.   
 
 
 
 

                                                
47 The study examined the PCA formats available on line.  
48 ICVA Partner Capacity Assessment of Humanitarian NGO’s – Fit for purpose? ICVA, June 2015 
 

Financial Data OCHA ECHO CANADA 

Questions 12 14 1 
Number of documents  to upload 4 3 several 
Table 8:  Number of questions and annexes requested on financial data 
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 Canada 
Organizational Capacity 

ECHO 
Administrative Capacity 

Questions 4 30 

Documents 
to upload 

8 
(not all compulsory) 

6 
(not all compulsory) 

 Content Board of Directors: mandate, 
responsibilities and accountabilities of 
the Board; how Board are members 
selected; committee structures; by-
laws and rules of procedure. Copy of 
the Boards liability insurance policy 
membership or equivalent governing 
body; how it is elected; its mandate; its 
responsibilities and accountabilities to 
the Board.  
2. Governance: Provide NGO’s 
organization chart; strategic plan; 
business plan; annual report for the 
past three years; code of ethics; code 
of conduct; anti-corruption policies. 
Has your organization been accused of 
or involved in any alleged or proven 
cases of corruption? Please provide 
any relevant details and background 
information.  
3. Corporate risk management 
practices: The organization should 
demonstrate that it has the necessary 
structures and controls in place to 
monitor and manage risks, including 
fiduciary risk.  
4. Audit and evaluation functions: 
Provide information on the 
organization’s audit and evaluation 
functions; for example, how often 
audits and evaluations are performed; 
how auditors/evaluators are selected.  

Supervisory Body;  
segregation of duties between 
departments and/or tasks related to 
Finance Management, Human 
Resources, Project Management 
(operational) and Procurement; formal 
process for reviewing organizational 
structure, 
policy for keeping documents, 
procedures for safeguard of project 
related documents, procedures to 
override internal controls,  
experience with union funded projects,  
strategic plan,  
staff conflict of interest, 
communication, staff policy, code of 
conducts,  
safety and security,  
fraud and corruption 

Table 9:   Organizational Capacity Definitions 

 
The duplication of the information requested by the various PCAs can be easily understood by 
looking at the example above. It is also clear that an organization having to fill different PCA formats 
will necessarily have to re-work the same data and information multiple times.  
 
Another common feature among the PCAs of UN agencies and institutional donors is that often the 
PCA is supported by a risk rating system. This can be specific to a country context as in the case of 
OCHA, or a global risk framework as is the case of UNICEF (HACT)49, or in the case of Canada and 

                                                
49ICVA, Partner Capacity Assessment of Humanitarian NGO’s – Fit for purpose? ICVA, June 2015 
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ECHO. In most cases a high risk of partner does not lead to disqualification, but would influence 
requirements and operational modality. This is the case for OCHA, UNICEF, ECHO and USAID50. 
In some cases, the donor will only accept partners whose risk level they find acceptable. This is the 
case for some institutional donors such as Canada51 and Germany52. 
 
 
4.2 PCA Findings - Field Data 
 
Again there was overlap in findings between the field data and that of the desk review of PCAs 
requirements in the areas of duplication in obligations and the disproportionate nature of 
requirements.  In addition, the field data drew attention to inconsistent quality in 
communication/information flows between NGOs and donor/third party assessor that created 
challenges within PCA processes.  
 
4.2.1 Duplicative Processes  
Duplication in PCAs was noted across the data collected (interviews, round tables and over half of 
questionnaire respondents). The levels of duplication perceived in current PCA practice were 
between 40-59%.  Moreover, duplication manifested in a number of ways, namely: 

•! PCAs being repeated by the same donor within the same country programme (e.g. for 
different budget lines/specific projects) 

•! PCAs being repeated between country programmes 
•! PCAs being repeated between HQ and field 
•! PCAs being repeated between donors  

 
PCAs may be repeated by the same donor for the same NGO country programme. 20% of 
questionnaire respondents (i.e. NNGOs and INGO country offices) experienced the same donor 
requiring more than one PCA of their organization at the same time. Where provided, reasons for 
this practice included PCAs being required for the same donor where projects were funded under a 
different budget line; where projects were of a different nature (e.g. urban vs. rural); and where 
projects crossed territories (e.g. cross border vs. national). 
 
NGOs pointed out, especially during round-table discussions, that the same organization has to go 
through different PCAs processes in different countries in the same region, duplicating efforts and 
resources. Though NGOs acknowledge that there might be differences across countries within one 
organization systems, policies, procedures, etc. are the same. Hence PCA conducted at HQ level 
would avoid this duplication. 
 
NGOs also perceived repetition similar to that of donor reporting, whereby the PCAs used by donors 
are similar, with overlap in the questions asked, yet the specific templates to complete are 
individually different. This can lead to the need to manipulate and rework data to meet donor 

                                                
50 USAID ADS Chapter 303 Grants and Cooperative Agreements to Non-Governmental Organizations: Depending on the 
result of this pre-award risk assessment, the AO may either: Make the award; Deny the recommendation of the Activity 
Manager and not execute the award; or Award with "specific conditions" (2 CFR 200.207 and 303.3.9.2).  
51 DFATD-IHA Funding Application Guidelines for NGOs  pg 18: “Only those organizations that pose an acceptable level 
of financial risk, as assessed by DFATD, will be eligible to apply for DFATD funding”.   
52 If the partner does not fulfill the minimum quality criteria a cooperation is not possible.  
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requirements. As noted by interviewees: “There is duplication in kind of questions asked. Formats 
are also different so NGOs have to manipulate data. This requires time and resources, not always 
paid for”. Indeed 78% of questionnaire respondents from INGOs indicated that the PCA format they 
use with their partners differs from that it completes for a given donor. Reasons cited for this practice 
included the INGO having its own standard PCA processes used with all partners; the need to fulfil 
the INGOs own internal compliance processes (e.g. vetting Board Members); to account for the 
capacity, budget and systems of the partner; and to reduce the complexity of the back donor PCA 
for the partner.     
 
Specific areas of overlap within PCAs identified are listed below. NGOs perceived that 40-59% of 
their time would be saved in the PCA process if these duplications were removed.  These points are 
perhaps therefore indicative of where standardisation/harmonization efforts could be targeted: 

•! Governance 
•! Organizational structure and staffing 
•! Experience 
•! Financial capacity and accounting procedures 
•! Risk and internal controls  

 
As well as harmonization, there appears to be a missed opportunity in streamlining PCAs through a 
lack of sharing between and within donors’ country operations. Only 3 out of 15 NGOs providing 
questionnaire data referred to PCAs being shared with another donor or having been applied to 
another country programme of that particular NGO.  While this is not a high number, it does highlight 
such actions are possible and investigations are needed to ascertain under which circumstances in 
the donor community could potentially yield savings in time. The sharing of NGOs’ PCA results 
amongst donors was an action to which 100% of respondents agreed.  
 
Case study data highlighted the benefits this could bring. Based upon analysis of PCA commissioned 
and/or conducted by DFID and Sida,1 INGO concluded that given the overlap in generic 
organizational assessment, if just this part of a PCA was shared, 612 man hours, or 60% of the total 
amount of time to complete the assessment, would be saved. Consequently, even if only the ‘generic 
section’ of a PCA could be reused, both NGO and donors would benefit greatly. 
 
4.2.2 Timing, Guidance and Engagement 
For questionnaire respondents as whole, the guidance and scope of the PCA was mostly clear. Yet 
50% of questionnaire respondents stated they faced challenges in completing PCAs. This led to the 
question of what issues in the preparation of PCAs could cause difficulties. The study found that, 
rather than the challenges lying with the guidance itself, it was the praxis in the field on how this 
guidance was being implemented (or not) that was of importance (this finding has similarities to those 
associated auditing as will be discussed in turn). The comments from one interviewee highlighted 
the current difference between good initiatives and the difficulties with their effective implementation: 
“we also had the Joint Partnership Assessment. This as an idea is a pretty good one, but the process 
was rather inefficient. Namely, the [donor name] staff was not well prepared for the process and it 
turned into a performance assessment rather than in the assessment of the partnership itself and 
the mutual accountability. This said, overall it is our perception that there should be a change in 
attitude among [donor name] staff and they should take more time to prepare and understand the 
process and its purpose, otherwise the assessment will not yield the expected results and will just 
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be a waste of our staff’s time. So, this one should definitely be re-thought and the approach should 
change in order to serve its purpose”. As indicated in discussion at the round table by participants, 
there can be challenges in the roll out of procedures and guidelines at a country level. 
 
The study found that the main challenges with how PCAs are currently implemented include: 

•! Issues of timing - deadline setting, short turnaround times and receipt of 
guidance/information; the length of time that processes can take.  

•! Issues of engagement related to the sharing of results and at times weak feedback processes 
•! Providing the large amount of data/information that can be required and the appropriateness 

/relevance of some questions; 
•! Technical issues with online systems and language barriers 
•! The outcome of PCAs may require NGOs to ‘write up’ policies (such as on HR etc.). However 

this can become a tick box exercise, done without capacity building and consequently does 
not necessarily strengthen the systems and workings of the organization. 

 
Timely availability of material and support was appreciated by NGOs and was noted as a good 
practice when it occurred. This included issues such as providing enough time to gather the 
documentation, sending reminders and providing active help. Turnaround times to provide data was 
notable in the range of time NGOs had experienced. It was reported that some donors allowed a 
more generous three months, meanwhile, others received a short one-day notice. Such variation 
was also the case for donor processes to share and take forward the results and recommendations 
of the PCAs with stakeholders. A lack of follow up or feedback was a critique of the current practice 
of donors that was consistently found in the data across the study’s different data collection methods. 
It was highlighted particularly amongst round table participants in Amman. When asked on ways to 
improve current practice, unsurprisingly, the NGOs highlighted, amongst other issues, improved 
feedback processes whereby recommendations are relevant and appropriate, the sharing of 
findings, and importantly donors and NGO engage on next steps. There was a perception that the 
opportunity PCAs presented to be a learning tool were not taken advantage of. As one interviewee 
noted: “The assessment wasn’t useful for us, it was a requirement from [donor name] to provide the 
audit firm with all requested documents along with answering their questions. For [NGO name] there 
was no added value by this assessment”. 
 
 
4.2.3 Disproportionate Requirements 
Related to section 4.2.1 above on the duplication in PCA processes, the study additionally found that 
PCAs were disproportionate in terms of amount of information required and prevalence. As found 
within the UN desk review, the perspectives of NGO were that the requirements of UN agencies 
were considered particularly high with each agency conducting their own PCA. As one interviewee 
commented: “Every UN agency conducts a PCA on partners (UNICEF, UNFPA, UNHCR), (it is a) 
excessive demanding exercise, sometimes for limited money”.  Within the questionnaire data 55% 
of PCA obligations in 2015 were commissioned by UN donors (in comparison to 20% institutional 
donors; 18% INGO donors; and 6% unknown).  
 
The limited time validity of the PCAs performed by Government and UN donors were highlighted in 
particular by Round Table participants as driving further repetition. Questionnaire data highlighted 
that a number of NGOs experience of PCA validity running from 6 – 24 months, which sits in contrast 
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to the guidance whereby PCAs can remain valid for much longer periods.  The disproportionate 
nature of PCAs also related to the significant levels of data and information that can be required. 
Within the questionnaire data, on average, the shortest PCAs consisted of 14 questions, the longest 
55 questions. Round table discussions in Amman highlighted the level of detail of the questions 
asked by the Government/UN donors within its PCAs (as opposed to INGO donors). Therefore, as 
with the length of validity of PCAs, and the degree to which they are required by donors, 
questions are raised as to how some donors require relatively much more than others, if the 
main purpose of PCAs across donors remains the same.  
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Findings:  
Donor Audit Requirements  
 

 
 

 
 
According to the findings NGOs acknowledge the rationale and principle of audit. The main 
challenges or findings are related to the following aspects:  

•! Overlapping practice 
•! Costs associated with audits 
•! Pervasiveness 
•! Audit as part of broader framework of donors’ risk management strategy  

 
 
5.1  Audit Findings: Desk Review 
 
The desk review highlights the pervasiveness of audits. An audit is a consolidated practice for both 
UN agencies and institutional donors. As such, auditing is present in different forms during various 
phases of the programming cycle. Audit policies and procedures are included and determined by a 
broad range of conditions applied by donors.  
 
5.1.2 Pervasiveness 
Audits are pervasive in the programing cycle. Audit findings are used in different moments during 
the partnership period and audit exercises can be performed at different points in time. Various types 
of audits are used by donors; audited financial reports are often requested as part of the PCA or on 
annual basis, and audits can be requested or performed by the donor at the HQ level or in the field; 
an audit can examine a specific project, the overall procedure of the organization, or even the 
cumulative amount of funds provided by a certain donor. The table below compares the use of project 
audits, donor-wide audits53 and spot checks. For the donors examined, the most common practice 
remains the audit of projects. One exception is USAID who requests an audit once a year for all the 
US funds.  
 

Type of Audit OCHA UNHCR UNICEF ECHO GERMANY USAID 
FFP 

USAID 
OFDA 

Project audit x x X x x   
Donor-wide audit    x  x x 
Spot checks x X X     

Table 10:  Use of project audits, donor wide audits and spot checks 

 
                                                
53 Audit conducted on all the funds provided by the same donor.   

5 
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The frequency of audits varies according to institutional policies and can be on an annual basis; at 
the end of the project; or even once per programme cycle. It can be influenced by partners’ risk rate, 
by the amount of funds received, or even by the experience of the partner with a particular donor. 
OCHA guidelines indicate that all partners that received funds through Country Based Polled Funds 
will be audited at least once within a three years period. UNHCR has a similar policy but for an 
operation cycle of at least four years and with the additional condition that all new partners will be 
audited in the first year of operation. For UNICEF, the schedule of spot checks and scheduled audits 
are agreed upon in the program agreement. One scheduled audit is always required by UNICEF for 
those partners receiving more than 500.000 USD during the program cycle. ECHO requires field 
audits and HQ audits on a cyclical basis. Generally, ECHO implements a three-year cycle for all the 
partners. ECHO also has a useful Audit guidance note available on line to all partners that explains 
objectives and processes for field and HQ audits. For Germany, at the end of every project the 
German Federal Foreign Office forwards the proof of employment of funds to the Federal Office of 
Administration (FOA), which will conduct an audit to see if the expenses were in line with the German 
budgetary law. A different approach is used by USAID, requiring that each recipient must have one 
annual recipient contracted audit performed which covers all USAID funds allocated to the partner. 
In some cases, donors’ assurance activities may include complementary due diligence measures in 
addition to audit. In the case of UNHCR, these can include verification of reports, spot checks of 
performance audit and enhancements of the internal control environments. 54  
 
5.1.2  Audit and Risk Mitigation Strategy 
Audit policy and procedures should not be looked at in isolation. Rather, they are part of a wider 
range of assurance activities implemented by UN agencies and institutional Donors in the framework 
of their risk mitigation strategy. The risk rate attributed to a partner has great bearing on the 
implementation and frequency of these activities. In some cases, the partner risk level will influence 
the frequency of audit. This is the case for OCHA, UNHCR and UNICEF. The risk assessment will 
also influence the type and the frequency of assessments that will be carried out on partners, such 
as the spot checks conducted for HACT partners. Spot checks are performed during the programme 
cycle on the base of the agency assurance plan, IP risk rating and agency guidelines55. For instance, 
an UNICEF implementing partner could potentially be subjected to three (3) or more spot checks per 
year and an audit conducted according to the country audit plan56.       
 
 
5.2 Audit Findings - Field Data 
 
The following issues were highlighted by national and international NGOs with regard to donor 
auditing requirements: 
 
 
 

                                                
54 “Assurance is an essential component of the Enhanced Framework of Implementing with Partners. Under the new 
policy, in addition to Project Audit, assurance is provided through complementary due diligence measures including 
vetting and selection of Partners, monitoring Project Progress, verification of reports, spot checks of performance audit 
and enhancements of the internal control environments”. UNHCR partner portal, UNHCR Guidance note 5, Risk based 
audit.  
55 Harmonized Approach to Cash Transfer (HACT) FRAMEWORK United Nations Development Group, February 2014 
56 UNICEF Guidance for CSO partnering with UNICEF, May 2015 
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5.2.1 Overlaps in Practice 
Only 26% of questionnaire respondents perceived duplication in the audit requests of different 
donors.  Further, only 16% perceived duplication between audit and PCA requests. Therefore unlike 
with PCAs and reporting, broader duplication was not perceived with audit requirements, but rather 
there were specific instances of overlapping work between, and within, donor auditing and 
verification practices. What makes these overlaps more pressing however, is the time associated 
with auditing. The study found that NNGOs and country offices of INGOs typically completed 4 audits 
per year. On average, each audit took 440 man hours to complete with the involvement of 7 staff. 
Consequently, relatively speaking, these overlaps are not insignificant in terms of loss of staff time.     
 
Overlapping work led to the perception that current auditing requirements were not as efficient as 
they may be.  Clear overlaps in the auditing and verification practices of donors were perceived by 
NGOs with regard to the following: 
 

•! Grant specific audits and UN verification exercises  
•! Organizational audits and external grant specific audits 
•! Individual donor audits on co-funded projects 

 
To expand further: NGO perceptions of overlaps in practice in auditing firstly related to verification 
exercises conducted by UN agencies and grants specific audits.  Verification exercises can be 
conducted up to 4 times per year and may examine every transaction; this is followed by an annual 
audit in which many of the same costs, questions and issues are covered again. Similarly, overlap 
was noted with organizational audits (where a sample of grants are audited) and those grants being 
audited individually, leading to a request for third party audits to be accepted. Finally, overlaps were 
found within co-funded projects, through co-funding donors of both auditing that grant separately, 
and the possibility that one donor may include in their audit the contributions of the other.  How such 
overlaps may play out in the field is illustrated in a very recent case study from Niger below: 
 

 
 
 
It is accepted that given the current discrepancy between donors in how they categorize costs, there 
are difficulties in accepting the audits of others. Work by Mango who has long championed the need 
for international accounting standards for NGOs57, (and a finding the case study above also points 

                                                
57 Mango (2015) Breakthrough in developing international financial standards for the not for profit sector. See 
http://www.mango.org.uk/Pool/S-Standards-seminars-press-release-FINAL.pdf 

Overlapping Donor Auditing Practices in the Field  
 

• 9 March 2016 - KPMG sent a selection of 587 lines to check of the  total duration of the 
project  

• 17 March 2016 -  UN Donor checked 100% of expenses for October to December 2015 
= 736 lines 

• 18 March 2016 - During the audit itself KPMG asked for two additional selections = 15 
lines 

• Both verification exercises took place in the same week with a very short notice 
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to), shows some progress is being made58. Moreover, given that 32% of NGOs surveyed in the 
questionnaire had donors that accepted organizational annual audits instead of project specific 
audits, and some donors audit per organization each year, rather than per grant, additional avenues 
to improve these inefficiencies already exist.  
 
5.2.2.  The Skills, Capacity and Experience of Auditors 
NGOs that participated in the study highlighted that a challenge faced regarding auditing relates to 
the variable quality, skills and experience of auditing firms, highlighting difficulties with the praxis of 
conditions in the field as found with PCA. It was found that the key drivers to NGO perceptions on 
difficulties with the auditing firms used by donors related to the following: 

•! Variation in the quality, training and experience of audit firms  
•! Use of audit firms that lack relevant knowledge and understanding of working within 

humanitarian contests and delivering aid, as well as donor procedures  
•! Lack access to / or presence in the field 

 
During data collection one interviewee commented that “the fact that audits are externalized creates 
a disconnect between auditors and UN”. However, at a broader level primary data collected pointed 
to the potential for ‘disconnects’ between NGOs and audit firms to develop. This could be due to a 
number of factors such as: poor communication before, during or after audit; perceptions of lack of 
training and questions on the quality of work (findings copied and pasted/ changing documentation 
requested part way through); lack of auditors’ knowledge and understanding on donors’ own 
procedures; lack of understanding of humanitarian contexts and environments; and lack of presence 
in the field; and working remotely rather than on the ground.  
 
The fact that often audits are performed remotely or with limited access to field location entails a 
huge amount of work to retrieve documentation leading to anecdotal examples in which partners are 
requested to photocopy more than 50,000 transactions for one single audit. 
 
 
5.2.3 Timeliness  
The study found that issues of timeliness related to:  

•! Short notification periods to NGOs that they would be audited. 
•! The timeframe in which audits can occur post implementation (up to 5 years), meaning staff 

turnover could lead to detachment and disconnects between implementation and auditing.  
•! Missed opportunities for learning through lack of timely feedback on audit findings. 

 
As with the praxis of PCAs discussed above, the responses of NGOs highlighted that experiences 
of notification period for audits were highly variable.  At times they were generous, three (3) months, 
on other occasions notification could just be in terms of days. Experiences in sub-standard auditing 
also included lost opportunities to improve implementation and practice. NGO experience highlighted 
that quality feedback on audit findings to the NGO was not automatic. Therefore, while organizational 
audits were perceived to include beneficial learning opportunities, as found with PCAs, opportunities 
to use grant specific audits as a learning tool were not always maximized. There was therefore, 
scope to improve the way audits are used to in support of better practice.  
                                                
58 In January 2016 the African Academy of Sciences and Mango announce a strategic partnership to help develop a new 
pan-African standard in Good Financial Grant Practice 
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Horizontal  
Issues 
 

 
 

 
As emerged from the round-table held in Geneva with NGOs, the conditions imposed on NGOs 
should not be examined in isolation. On the contrary, they should be analysed jointly to identify their 
common traits, cumulative burden and the rationale for their application by UN agencies, institutional 
donors and INGOs and other entities managing funds alike. A number of cross-cutting, horizontal 
issues emerged from the three conditions examined. Though many of the points listed below are 
already extensively elaborated on in the main findings section, it is the aim of this section to analyse 
them horizontally and in doing so highlight important points of convergence.  
 
 
6.1 Risk Mitigation 
 
The conditions applied by donors on reporting, PCAs and audit are influenced by their own risk 
assessments and risk mitigation strategies. The risk rating assigned to a partner generally influences 
the frequency of reporting, PCAs, audits, and the various additional procedures and checks that may 
be requested. What can be observed is that donors tend to transfer risk down the line of 
implementation without providing implementers adequate support in terms of resources to manage 
it59. This creates a multiplication factor whereby funds are administered with increased rigidity in the 
passage from institutional donors to UN agencies, NGOs and any other intermediary actor managing 
funds60and leads to a multiplication of conditions that become more stringent at each transaction. 
 
 
6.2 Volume 
 
The findings of both the desk review and field data highlight the substantial amount of obligtaions 
and documents produced under the three conditions. As noted above, the approach and 
management of risk by donors influences this volume of requirements. Another influencing factor is 
the degree to which NGO funding is earmarked and awarded in the form of indivudal project grants, 
that are at times also co-funded. Currently donors require NGOs to complete a large number of 
procedures and reports through numerous documents to access funding and/or implement individual 
grants. At the same time, there is also a multiplication factor created by unforeseen and additional 
requests presented by the donor, repetition and overlap of procedures. Generally, guidelines leave 
a margin of flexibility to donors for extra requests, allowing for additional reports to be requested; 

                                                
59 For more information on how NGOs manage risks, consult « NGOs And Risk: How International Humanitarian Actors 
Manage Uncertainty”, Interaction and Humanitarian Outcomes, February 2016 
 
60 ICVA, Partner Capacity Assessment of Humanitarian NGO’s – Fit for purpose? ICVA, June 2015 

6 
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PCAs may be re-assessed periodically; and the audit requirements can be adjusted to a particular 
partner or situation.    
 
6.3 Duplication 
 
Duplication is related to the same activities being performed more than once: reports on the same 
activity presented to different donors in different formats; the same organization being assessed 
through PCA multiple times and on the same issues; different audits (or verification checks) covering 
the same project/programme, organization/accounts etc. Duplication is also related to the additional 
work that is required from NGOs in order to provide the same information tailored to different formats, 
answering to different language. As we have seen, this is the case for reporting formats and PCA, 
and in specific instances there is also overlap within current audit practices. 
 
 
6.4 Complexity and links to Capacity 
 
All three conditions introduce complexity to NGOs’ systems. For example, the non standardisation 
of cost categories across donors leading to complexity in the production of financial reports and 
audits; the complex internal flow charts involving numerous staff across a range of departments 
required to produce ‘a report’; and the internal tools and systems that have to be built or adapted to 
capture the information donors request within reports and their annexes. Moreover, the quality, ease 
of access and availability of documentation on PCAs and audit was found to be variable across 
funding agencies. Where documentation was lacking, it raises two sets of questions. The first one is 
on the reasons why procedures are not articulated more clearly, made widely available and easy to 
unpack and understand for partners. This suggests that procedures stem from the need for 
accountability and compliance rather than the objective of building capacities. The importance of 
accountability and compliance is widely understood and accepted by the NGO sector. However, the 
potential to use these procedures for capacity-building remains generally underutilized.  Considering 
the amount of resources invested in reporting, PCA and audit, this untapped potential seems like a 
missed opportunity. Secondly, the complexity raises issues concerning the level of capacity needed 
to handle the requirements and the implications for organizations with less capacity and fewer 
resources.  
 
 
6.5 Inadequate Feedback 
 
Feedback on reports was generally limited to requests for additional information or clarifications, or 
to follow up on compliance or administrative issues. For PCAs a lack of follow up or feedback was a 
common critique of current practice. Whilst feedback may be received on audits it is not designed 
for institutional learning. This led to the perception amongst NGOs that the learning and capacity-
building potential of these procedures remained widely untapped.  
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!

 Research  
Conclusions 
 

 
 
 
This report concludes that based on the study findings, current requirements and practices within 
donor reporting, PCA and audit conditions are neither streamlined nor as efficient as they could be. 
It is also noted that there are significant differences and worst practices in the obligations attached 
to funding to NGOs compared to that of UN agencies.  
 
As detailed within the study, the levels of HQ and field resources mobilized for complying with 
reporting, PCA and audit conditions is significant. Requirements are disproportionate in terms of the 
size of grant, duration of project and capacity of NGO recipient. As noted within the Humanitarian 
Outcomes report: ‘the system seems paradoxical, however, in that the smaller the partner 
organization, the more reporting is required’61.  
 
The consequences are also significant. Meeting such requirements requires specific, high-level, skill 
sets. The study found that NGO funds may be spent on external training and/or consultants to help 
NGOs navigate and fulfil donor requirements on reporting, PCA and audit. Language can be 
impenetrable and barriers to entry created. NGOs may forego funds from certain donors, in favour 
of those with lighter touch conditions. Importantly, as noted by the START Network62, it “can lead 
agencies to focus on capacity-building for contract compliance rather than for empowerment or for 
improving front-line programme delivery”. Case study data, pointed to the possibility that 
humanitarian aid can become directed by the ability to comply with administrative requirements, 
rather than need. In such an instance, a cornerstone of humanitarian principles is undermined with 
great consequences in terms of ability to respond quickly and appropriately based solely on need63.  
 
There is a clear demand by donors to be accountable for the public funds they disburse, and this 
remains unquestioned and supported by NGOs. However, if “ too often, how we do things dominates 
why we are doing them, to the detriment of communities affected by crisis”64, then it is right that 
questions are asked and improvement is sought. The following sections seek to contribute to this 
debate by mapping out the steps deemed necessary.  
 
   
 

                                                
61 Humanitarian Outcomes, 2016 “Donor Reporting Requirements Research”. 22 February 2016, p7. 
62 START Network, 2015. How Can Donor Requirements be Reformed to Better Support Efforts to Strenghen Local 
Humanitarin Capacity, London: START NETWORK. pg6 
http://www.start-network.org/wp- content/uploads/2015/05/Start_Network_Donor_Requirements_Discussion_Paper1.pdf 
63 Reference is made to the recommendation included in : Tools for the job : supporting Principled humanitarian action, 
NRC and HPG, 2012 
64 START Network, 2015. How Can Donor Requirements be Reformed to Better Support Efforts to Strenghen Local 
Humanitarin Capacity, London: START NETWORK.p2. 
http://www.start-network.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Start_Network_Donor_Requirements_Discussion_Paper1.pdf 
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7.1 Areas of Further Enquiry 
 
This study focused upon donor guidance and NGO perspectives on the three conditions of reporting, 
PCA and audit. The findings of the study highlight a number of areas that would benefit from further 
enquiry. These are as follows: 
 

•! What are the drivers behind the differing conditions that donors attach to their grants for 
NGOs? 

•! What are the reasons behind the additional complexity that may be added to grants as funds 
transit from back donor to the field? 

•! Why are some donors more flexible?  
•! How is risk understood and applied by donors? 
•! What are the mechanisms by which risk can be more equitably shared between funders and 

responders? 
•! What accountability mechanisms towards affected populations are there within current 

systems? 

 
The rationale behind the conditions, as they currently exist, must be explored and spelled out clearly, 
and answers to these questions should form part of engagement and discussion to move forward 
and improve the efficiency of the system. 
 
 
7.2 The Grand Bargain on Efficiencies: Points for Discourse  
 
As part of the Grand Bargain on Efficiencies and beyond, the following points should be incorporated 
and integrated into discourse and action on removing the inefficiencies and imbalances attached to 
the current praxis of humanitarian aid.   
 
Risk is passed on and not shared. This aspect seems to be one of the driving factors for the 
increasing number of conditions and requirements. NGOs and donors should address this issue 
together exploring alternatives to share rather than transfer risks. 
 
The high volume of requirements is inefficient. The number of procedures to be followed for PCA 
and audit and the quantity of reports that have to be produced is excessive. Therefore, links 
between earmarked funding and the volume of paperwork to complete across the three 
conditions examined under this study need to be addressed. This is particularly so in the case 
of co-funding.  
 
Duplication is inefficient. A significant proportion of reporting, PCA and audit was regarded by 
respondents as duplication in effort, raising the question of whether the current practice is truly the 
most effective use of already stretched resources. Some analyses carried out by INGOs indicate 
that harmonization of procedures and donors’ requirements could produce substantial savings of 
time and resources. There is great potential for harmonization of narrative and financial reporting 
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formats, indicators65, and format and content of PCA. As such, while it is accepted that accountability 
is needed, donors, UN agencies and NGOs as well as any other actors managing funds should 
come together to harmonize and simplify so that formats are coordinated and duplication is 
minimized.   
 
Complexity is time consuming and a barrier to entry. The complexity of existing procedures 
requires a high level of skills and sophisticated administrative and financial systems in order to 
ensure compliance with the various donors’ conditions. This level of complexity may pose additional 
challenges for front-line responders and in particular smaller organizations and NNGOs who 
ultimately end up suffering the most. Clear communication of requirement and procedures, 
availability of guidelines, flowcharts for processes, compilation of updated resources, 
training and participatory roll-out of new guidelines and approaches would increase equity 
in accessing and handling information and reducing costs.  
 
Accountability is unbalanced. The conditions imposed on NGOs are shaped by the need to verify 
compliance for accountability purpose. Many of the requirements and procedures focus on financial 
and administrative procedures and compliance with donors’ rules and regulations. As such, it is clear 
that the emphasis is on upward accountability, while much less attention is devoted to downward 
accountability. This raises a number of issues including that the delivery of aid can be influenced by 
factors other than need, such as the ability to fulfil administrative requirements. A clear change 
must be introduced by donors to switch the focus on needs rather than administrative 
requirements and increase attention to quality in the delivery of aid to affected population.  
 
 
7.4 Moving Research to Policy and Practice 
 
Building on the findings from this study three overarching principles have been identified to preserve 
principled humanitarian action and better meet the needs of affected populations. These principles 
are: simplification, harmonization and proportionality.  
 
In line with these principles, NGOs, through the field research have made practical suggestions for 
reducing administration, freeing up resources and capacity and having more meaningful 
engagement between donors and NGOs. These key asks in the form of the  Framework for Change 
for Reporting, PCA and Audit are included in the appendices. They are meant to be implemented 
by donors, UN agencies, INGOs and any other actors managing funds, including NGOs, and 
represent the basis for further engagement to review existing partnership agreements. 
 
While the key asks to donors and the considerations to take account of within wider discourse have 
been detailed, questions remain over how to practically move from the study’s findings to policy and 
practice. Round table participants highlighted the need to keep the debate alive building on the 
positive and promising engagement manifested by donors and UN agencies in the framework of the 
recent discussions around the Grand Bargain for increased efficiency in humanitarian aid.  
 

                                                
65 An on-going initiative in this direction is the registry of Humanitarian indicators 
https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/applications/ir 
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In the framework of the Less Paper More Aid initiative the following next steps are therefore 
recommended to implement the harmonization, simplification and proportionality principles in the 
advocacy up to, and beyond, the WHS in May 2016: 
 

1.! Agree on a time-bound process with clear benchmarks to collectively deliver on the 
commitments on donor reporting to be endorsed at the WHS and extend the commitments 
to PCA and audit conditions. 
 

2.! Establish an operational and technical working group to agree on and to implement the 
harmonization, simplification and proportionality principles, inspiring changes to the 
operational partnerships agreements between UN and NGOs, NGOs and donors and 
between NGOs and NGOs. Use this working group as a platform to engage with UN 
agencies, donors (including Good Humanitarian Donors Group), share best practices, 
introduce improvements, etc. 
 

3.! Advocate for UN agencies to sign up to the Good Humanitarian Donors principles and reflect 
them in their partnership agreements with NGOs. 
 

4.! Building on NGO support at national level, reach out with a view to advocate for increased 
harmonization, simplification and proportionality in donor conditions, to an increased number 
of donors; 

 
5.! Review NGOs’ perceptions of the three donor conditions in three years’ time. 

 
The study’s findings highlight that current grant conditions and practices on reporting, PCAs and 
audit are not the most effective and efficient use of already-stretched humanitarian financing. This 
report suggests some potential alternatives and ways forward. These recommendations seek to 
improve efficiency and streamlining and alleviate the challenges that NGOs find most pressing with 
these conditions. In turn, such actions can contribute towards reducing administration for better aid, 
and improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the humanitarian response.  
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Framework for Change 

Donor reporting requirements1 
 

1.! Subscribe to the Principles of the Less Paper More Aid initiative: harmonization, simplification 
and proportionality. 
 

2.! Commit to revise reporting requirements and reduce the number and volume of reports 
whenever possible by: 

•! Adapting reporting requirements to the context and length of programs, reducing 
formal reporting requirements in emergency settings in order to give priority to the 
action on the ground; 

•! Removing interim reporting requirements for short-term projects (less than 10 
months) – reference to good practice: one interim report only if the action exceeds 10 
months;  

•! Asking for reports that recipients are able to read and absorb and that serve to 
enhance accountability at all levels. 
 

3.! Commit to the idea of harmonizing reporting requirements, making efforts to standardize 
terminology, formats and indicators. 
 

4.! Respect contractual reporting requirements and agreed deadlines and not ask for additional 
ad-hoc reports. 

 
5.! Allow for reasonable time between end of project and reporting due date – reference to good 

practice: up to three months after the end date. 
 

6.! Allow the use of NGOs’ own reporting formats in co-funded programs and move away from 
project-based reporting. 

 
7.! Simplify reporting requirements by: 

•! Avoiding financial reporting per activity  
•! Align financial reports deadlines with narrative ones; 
•! Use simplified and accessible electronic formats  
•! Consider alternatives to formal reporting such as joint reviews, visits, exchanges. 
 

8.! Streamline reporting required by various coordination mechanisms with donor reporting 
avoiding duplication and promoting standardized output/outcome indicators. 
 

9.! Commit to provide systematic and constructive, timely and meaningful feedback to reports 
with a view to improve quality of the implementation and increase learning. 

 
10.!Share “best practices” between donors and encourage others to adopt such models of good 

reporting. 

                                                
1 To be implemented by institutional donors, UN agencies and NGOs. UN agencies when acting as intermediaries 
must avoid adding complexity to the system with more restrictive requirements and reflect GHD (Good Humanitarian 
Donors) principles, commitments and good practices in UN Partnership Agreements 
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Framework for Change 
Partner Capacity Assessments2 

 
 

1.! Subscribe to the Principles of the Less Paper More Aid initiative: harmonization, simplification 
and proportionality. 

 
2.! Ensure increased availability and access to information related to PCAs to understand the 

what, why and how of the exercise, limiting language barriers. 
 

3.! In carrying out PCAs respect the principle of proportionality, particularly for NNGOs and in 
smaller scale operations, adapting the volume of questions to the funding, context and type 
of organisation assessed. 

 
4.! Commit to providing constructive, timely and meaningful feedback on PCAs for capacity-

strengthening purposes. 
 
5.! Improve timeliness of PCA processes so that deadlines are appropriate and funding is in 

place before assessment processes commence. 
 
6.! Commit to harmonizing PCA requirements, using a common terminology and format. 

 
7.! Commit to share, to the extent possible, results of PCAs and recognize PCAs conducted by 

other actors to avoid duplication. 
 

8.! Adopt a centralised approach to PCAs and assess NGOs at central/global level first and 
foremost. 

 
9.! Ensure PCAs validity is of a minimum of one year. 

 
10.!Share “best practices” between donors and encourage others to adopt such models of good 

PCAs. 
 

                                                
2 To be implemented by institutional donors, UN agencies and NGOs. UN agencies when acting as intermediaries 
must avoid adding complexity to the system with more restrictive requirements and reflect GHD (Good Humanitarian 
Donors) principles, commitments and good practices in UN Partnership Agreements 
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Framework for Change 
 Audits3 

 
 
 

1.! Subscribe to the Principles of the Less Paper More Aid initiative: harmonization, simplification 
and proportionality. 
 

2.! Promote coherence and uniformity with minimum standards and common denominators on 
audit rules. 

 
3.!  Share clear ToR with roles and responsibilities and clear process at the start of the grant to 

facilitate understanding. 
 

4.! Commit to accept, to the extent possible, audit reports of other external, third party auditors 
and global audits that include a sample of grants. 

 
5.! Avoid duplications between verification exercises and grant specific audits. 

 
6.! Commit to increased collaboration and good communication before, during and after audit. 

 
7.! Approach audits as learning exercises for improvement, rather than processes designed only 

to identify ineligible costs. 
 

8.! Improve audit firms’ quality and understanding of procedures, processes and context, and 
whenever possible ensure consistency (or at least information sharing for continuity) in the 
use of third parties. 

 
9.! Improve access of auditors to project sites, including travel to field locations rather than 

asking NGO field offices to send documentation. 
 

10.!Share “best practices” between donors and encourage others to adopt such models of good 
audits. 

 
 

 

                                                
3 To be implemented by institutional donors, UN agencies and NGOs. UN agencies when acting as intermediaries 
must avoid adding complexity to the system with more restrictive requirements and reflect GHD (Good Humanitarian 
Donors) principles, commitments and good practices in UN Partnership Agreements 
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Appendix(2:(((
Tables(Summarizing(Donors(and(UN(agencies(
Requirements(on(Reporting,(PCA(and(Audit(
(

(
(
(
Note to the tables:  
 
 
The following tables are compiled on the basis of information available online or provided by the donors. As 
such, they should be considered a working document that will be updated in collaboration with the donors 
engaged in this process.
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Table Summarizing 
Reporting Requirements for UN Agencies and Institutional Donors 
 
Content                 OCHA1   UNHCR2 WFP3 UNICEF4 
     

Number of 
reports 

1-4 
The number of reporting is stipulated in 
the Grant Agreement. The number of 
narrative reports varies according to 
duration of project and risk rating of the 
organization and can vary from 0 to 3 
interim reports plus 1 final report. 
 
Financial reports are requested for 
each disbursement, at the end of the 
year and the final report.  
 
Final Narrative Report and Final 
Financial Statement due within two (2) 
months of the completion of the Project 
or the expiration or termination of the 
Agreement, whichever is first to occur. 
Interim Financial Statement reflecting 
expenditure as of 31 December of each 
calendar year is due every calendar 
year no later than 31 January of each 
calendar year5.  

3 – agreed in the contract 
 
Minimum mandatory reports are:  
-Performance, Financial, Goods and 
Property, Personnel. Due by 15 July of 
budget year 
•! Financial report due by 10 December 
•! Final Performance, Financial, Goods 

and Property, Personnel reports due 
by the 15 February of the calendar 
year following the Budget Year  

 
 
 

4 + Monthly (quantitative)  
 
Monthly reports on quantitative data  
Quarterly progress reports, including 
both narrative, quantitative 
information, and financial reports.  
Final report consolidating information 
covering all activities. 
 

4 – (level 2,3 monthly) 
 
Quarterly reports financial with FACE 
form and progress reports with PDPR. 
(unless otherwise agreed) 
In humanitarian situations (level 2 and 
3) monthly reports including high 
frequency indicators6 

Additional/ 
Informal 
reporting 
requested 

Not indicated in the grant agreement Additional reports may be requested by 
UNHCR or agreed with the partner to 
supplement the standard Reports (i.e. 
distribution or health reports) or a specific 
requirement of a donor. 
 

 Additional progress reporting 
requirements are determined as 
appropriate to the context taking into 
account any donor reporting 
requirements. UNICEF aim to reduce 
the reporting burden on partners. 
Additional progress reporting is 
requested only if required for specific 
purposes (i.e. year-end, humanitarian 
performance monitoring or donor 
specific requirements)7. 

Varies according Yes Information not available Information not available Information not available 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!
1!OCHA, 2015a. Operational Handbook for Country-based Pooled Funds, http://www.unocha.org/what-we-do/humanitarian-financing/cbpf-global-guidelines 
2 UNHCR, 2014b. Standard Format Bipartite Project Partnership Agreement, UNHCR partners portal  
3 WFP, 2012. Field Level Agreement (FLA) general conditions, http://www.wfp.org/about/partners/ngos/working-wfp, and information received from WFP staff 
4 UNICEF, 2015a. Guidance for Civil Society Organizations partnering with UNICEF, http://www.unicef.org/about/partnerships/index_81428.html; UNICEF, 2015b. Programme Cooperation Agreement (PCA), http://www.unicef.org/about/partnerships/index_81428.html 
5 until the expiration of the agreement and the submission of the final financial statement. Interim statements submitted before 31 January reflecting expenditures between 1 November and 31 December satisfy the requirement of this Interim Financial Statement. Projects 
started after 1 November will not have to provide an interim report as of the following 31 January. 
6 From UNICEF, 2015b. Programme Cooperation Agreement (PCA), http://www.unicef.org/about/partnerships/index_81428.html 
7 UNICEF, 2015a. Guidance for Civil Society Organizations partnering with UNICEF, http://www.unicef.org/about/partnerships/index_81428.html 
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Content                 OCHA1   UNHCR2 WFP3 UNICEF4 
to size of grant/ 

duration/ 
Risk 

Sections in the 
narrative report 

Final 6 Final 8 Reporting format not available on line 2 

Questions in the 
narrative report 

Final 22 + Logframe Final 16 + Logframe Reporting format not available on line Progress/Final  
6 + Logframe 

Content of 
reporting format 

Cover page (Funding, project 
expenditure, project revision, 
beneficiaries, sub grant implementing 
partners), Background (project 
implementation and achievements, 
changes in implementation, financial 
issues), logframe, monitoring and 
reporting, cross cutting issues 
(accountability, gender markers, 
environmental markers,protection, 
coordination), location   

Operational context, Problem(s), 
Objective(s) and Intended Impact, Project’s 
Population of Concern,  Demographic Data, 
Other Supported Entities,  Implementation, 
Risk Management,  Coordination,  Review 
and Reporting, Visibility,  Partner, Other 
parties,  UNHCR provided support, 
Conclusions/ lessons learned, action plan 
for improvement or revision required, 
Logframe.  

Monthly reports: on quantitative data 
relating to the project, including food 
stocks, physical inventory count, 
losses, and distribution figures within 
the timelines outlined in the Plan of 
Operations. These should include 
commodities distributed to 
beneficiaries broken down by gender, 
by activity and by location, in 
accordance with the reporting format8.  
Quarterly progress reports: including 
both narrative and quantitative 
information. Narrative information 
shall include delivery and distribution 
arrangements, operational difficulties 
encountered and measures taken to 
overcome them, steps taken to 
prevent or reduce losses, 
acceptability of food, information on 
complementary inputs from other 
sources, comments on results 
achieved for the direct benefit of the 
targeted people, expected 
developments and additional 
programmes proposed. Wherever 
possible, information on beneficiaries 
shall include gender-disaggregated 
data such as percentage share of 
resources allocated to women/men, 
composition (by gender) of local food 
management and distribution 
committees specifying positions held 
by women, and share of benefits by 
category of activities 

Program and CSO overview, reporting 
on results achieved 

Best practices/ 
crosscutting 

Gender, environment, coordination Lessons learned Gender Not indicated in the reporting format 

Standard 
indicators 

Yes Standards and indicators guide updated in 
2010 

Yes Information not available  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!
8 WFP, 2012c. Annex 1A Special Conditions for Food Distribution and Related Activities 
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Content CANADA9 DENMARK 10 ECHO11 GERMANY12   DFID13 US PRM14 US FFP15/OFDA16 
  

Number of 
reports 

As outlined in the 
grant agreement, 
but typically: 
   
1 final report 
(including 
financial and 
narrative) 
Due three (3) 
months following 
the project end 
date 

1 
Any interim report 
requirements will be 
laid out in the 
contract 
Final report 
Due 6 months after 
the end of the 
project  
 

1-2 
Interim report 
1.! Due usually (but 

not always) 3 
months before the 
end of the Action. 
Not required for: 1) 
Urgent actions;  

2.! Short actions (less 
than 10 months) 

Final reports 
Due 3 months after the 
end of the 
implementation period 
(may be extended)  

1 
Periods and 
deadlines are laid 
down in the grant 
agreement 
Interim reports 
Projects up to 3 
months waived;  
Projects 3-6 months 
one (1) interim 
report 
Final report 
Due 3 months after 
the end of the 
project period  

 2 
The manner of 
results reporting 
should be stated in 
the 
proposal and agreed 
with DFID.  
Formal and informal 
reporting are 
required. 
Interim Report (at 
least one) most 
likely at the mid-
point  
Final Report  
Informal reporting 
(likely in the form of 
brief email updates) 
should be aligned 
with organization’s 
own reporting 
arrangements  
contents include: 
- key activities 
achieved to date; 
- any areas of 
concern or problems 
faced to date, 
including delays;  
- any changes the 
organization  wish to 

1 every quarter + final  
Interim Program reports 
17 
are due within thirty (30) 
days following the end of 
each three month period 
of performance during 
the validity 
period of the agreement. 
The final report is due 
ninety (90) days 
following the end of the 
agreement. Submission 
dates reports will be 
written into the 
agreement.  
For multi-year awards 
same reporting schedule 
and 
final report at the end of 
each year  
 
Financial reports18  are 
due within thirty (30) 
days following the end of 
each calendar year 
quarter. (January 30th, 
April 30th, July 30th, 
October 30th).  
The final financial 
report19 is due  

FFP 
Final project and financial 
reports are due within 90 days 
of the end of the project.  
Quarterly performance 
monitoring reports are due 
within 30 days after the end of 
each fiscal year quarter 20.  
FFP also requires: 
Post distribution monitoring 
(PDM) reporting; (for projects 
with local and/or regional 
procurement) quarterly 
reporting table on commodity 
procurements for local and 
regional purchases; (for 
project with cash transfers and 
food vouchers) quarterly 
reporting table on cash 
transfers and food vouchers;  
Annual reporting 
In lieu of a fourth quarterly 
report, the same reporting 
tables should be used to enter 
cumulative annual reporting 
data. In addition, an annual 
results report (ARR) shall also 
be submitted in accordance 
with the FFP ARR guidance.  
Final report 
Reporting requirements will be 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!
9 Global Affairs Canada (GAC), Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada (DFATD) –International Humanitarian Aid (IHA), 2014, Funding Application Guidelines for Non-Governmental Organizations http://www.international.gc.ca/development-
developpement/assets/pdfs/funding-financement/funding-application-guidelines-for-non-governmental-organizations-eng.pdf 
10 Humanitarian Outcomes, 2016. Donor Reporting Requirements Research; and VOICE, 2015. Exploring EU humanitarian donors’ funding and conditions for working with NGOs’. Building evidence for simplification 
11 DG ECHO, 2016, Single Form Guidelines, http://dgecho-partners-helpdesk.eu/action_proposal/what_is_sf/start; and VOICE, 2015. Exploring EU humanitarian donors’ funding and conditions for working with NGOs’. Building evidence for simplification 
12 VOICE, 2015. Exploring EU humanitarian donors’ funding and conditions for working with NGOs’. Building evidence for simplification 
13 DFID, 2015a, Humanitarian Response Funding Guidelines For NGOs, https://www.gov.uk/guidance/humanitarian-response-funding 
14 PRM website http://www.state.gov/j/prm/; PRM, 2016. NGO Quarterly Program Report Template 
15 USAID FFP, 2015b. U.S. Agency for International Development Bureau of Democracy, Conflict, and Humanitarian Assistance Office of Food for Peace FY 2015 Annual Results Report Guidance; and USAID FFP, 2015a. Annual Program Statement for International 
Emergency Food, https://www.usaid.gov/what-we-do/agriculture-and-food-security/food-assistance/programs/emergency-programs 
16 USAID web site https://www.usaid.gov/work-usaid/resources-for-partners; and USAID office of U.S. foreign disaster assistance (USAID/OFDA), 2012. Guidelines for proposals, https://www.usaid.gov/what-we-do/working-crises-and-conflict/crisis-
response/resources/guidelines-proposals 
17 describing and analyzing the results of activities undertaken during the validity period of the Agreement 
18 Reports reflecting expenditures for the Recipient’s overseas and United States offices should be completed in accordance with the Federal Financial 
Report (FFR SF-425) and submitted electronically in the Department of Health and Human Services’ Payment Management System (HHS/PMS) and in 
accordance with other award specific requirements. 
19 covering the entire period of the agreement 
20 unless the reporting period ends before 45 days from the effective date of the award, or less than one month from the estimated completion date of the award and the award will not be extended. 
!
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Content CANADA9 DENMARK 10 ECHO11 GERMANY12   DFID13 US PRM14 US FFP15/OFDA16 
make to increase 
effectiveness or 
efficiency. Timing 
should be agreed 
with DFID 
 

within ninety (90) days 
after the expiration date 
of the agreement. For 
agreements containing 
indirect costs, final 
financial reports are due 
within sixty (60) days of 
the finalization of the 
applicable negotiated 
indirect cost rate 
agreement (NICRA). 
 

identified in the award. At a 
minimum, the final report will 
include the following  
 
Quarterly performance 
reports, annual results reports 
(ARR) and final programmatic 
report should be submitted 
through FFPMIS unless 
otherwise specified by USAID. 

Additional/ 
Informal 
reporting 
requested 

Yes  
Status update in 
high profile 
humanitarian 
contexts (no 
format done by 
email providing an 
activity report with 
reference to the 
project 
implementation 
timeline; initial 
results (outputs); 
and immediate 
results, when 
available. Sit-reps 
from the field are 
adequate) 

The Danish 
Embassy is entitled 
to request from the 
NGO all information 
relevant to the 
implementation and 
progress of 
activities, and has 
the right to carry out 
inspection at any 
time during the 
period covered by 
the agreement. 

Not indicated in the 
guidelines 

Information not 
available on line 

Yes  
(brief email updates  
aligned with 
organization’s own 
reporting 
arrangements where 
appropriate) 

Not Indicated in the 
guidelines 

Not indicated in the guidelines 

Amount of 
reporting 

varies 
according to 

size of the 
grant/ 

duration/ 
Risk 

Not Indicated in 
the guidelines 

Not Indicated in the 
guidelines  

YES 
Duration 

Not Indicated in the 
guidelines 

YES 
Size 

YES 
Duration  
(one report every 
quarter+ final; for multi 
year one final every 
year) 

YES 
Risk (more frequent reporting 
may be required for high risk 
grantees as indicated in OMB 
circular A110)21  

Sections in 
the narrative 

report 

7 Interim 2 
Final 2 

13 14 4 10 Reporting format not available 
on line 

Questions in 
narrative the 

report22 

Final 21 + 
Logframe 

Interim 18 
Final 19 

Interim 19 
Final 34 

26 +Logframe 15 Final 
12 interim 

Interim and Final 
15 + Logframe 

Information non available on 
line23 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!
21 Not indicated in the guidelines, but mention to Risk based approach in the SF-PPR form 
22 The table indicates logframe when this is part of the reporting format, not when is requested as annex 
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Content CANADA9 DENMARK 10 ECHO11 GERMANY12   DFID13 US PRM14 US FFP15/OFDA16 

Content of 
narrative 

report 

Interim: 
Final:  
Project overview, 
project 
description, actual 
results achieved, 
performance 
factors 
(relevance,  
Appropriateness, 
efficiency, gender 
equality, 
environment, 
participation, 
coordination, 
safety and 
security), 
withdrawal and 
transfers, financial 
reporting, lessons 
learned (with 
template)  
 
 

Interim: 
Status update (max 
5 pages) 18 
questions, info on 
development of 
assumptions and 
risks, achievements 
against outputs, 
amendments, 
decisions required 
from donor, 
monitoring review 
 
Final:  
Max 6 pages, 2 
sections and 19 
questions, includes: 
Financial summary, 
Lessons learnt, 
Outcome and 
impact, outputs, 
supply of services, 
advocacy, capacity 
building, information 
activities  
Attach evaluation 
 

Interim: 
Update on 
implementation, 
only selected number 
of section of the SF to 
be updated 
opportunity to attach a 
request for payment 
Can include all non 
essential changes in 
the period covered 
Final: 
11 out of 13 sections 
have to be filled 
assess the level of 
achievement of 
objectives and results 

Interim 
German summary 
of the course of the 
project (1-2 pages) 
and updated 
logframe 
Final 
Summary report 
including: use of 
grant/course of 
project, results, 
quality control 
measures, 
evaluation of results 
for lessons learnt, 
crosscutting issues, 
HIV, gender 
mainstreaming24 

Interim: 
Project deliverables 
(outcomes outputs), 
risks, disaster 
affected people 
needs, 
accountability, other 
funding, 
coordination, 
resilience, lessons 
learnt.  
Final: 
Project deliverables 
(outcomes outputs), 
risks, value for 
money, disposition 
of assets, disaster 
affected people 
needs, 
accountability, other 
funding, 
coordination, 
resilience, lessons 
learnt 

Performance progress 
Report SF-PPR 
Cover Page 
Progress on Objectives 
and Indicators – 
Analysis of Progress (If 
not on track, why and 
steps being taken to 
meet the 
Target).  
How beneficiary 
feedback has been used 
to influence 
programming decisions.  
Collaboration/Coordinati
on –New Developments 
(Issues that the 
organization did not 
anticipate, impact on the 
implementation and  
organization’s response. 
Challenges –(Security, 
financial, and/or 
personnel management 
issues, impact and 
organization’s response)  
Other – Any additional 
information (including 
success stories) 
Acknowledgement of 
PRM funding. 

FFP 
At a minimum, the final report 
will include the following: 
a) All projects:  
(i) Total n. beneficiaries 
targeted and reached overall, 
disaggregated by sex.  
(ii) Actual average cost per 
beneficiary and average cost 
per beneficiary per month.  
(iii) Description of how project 
has assessed and addressed 
gender needs and issues.  
(iv) Learning on the 
appropriateness of selected 
modalities and activities to the 
context, needed adaptations 
to changing circumstances, or 
unintended consequences of 
program activities.  
Additional specific information 
for projects with local and/or 
regional procurement, and/or 
cash transfers and food 
vouchers.  
OFDA 
Post-award reporting 
guidelines and requirements 
including types of reports, 
frequency, and instructions for 
submission are included in the 
award document25 

Best 
practices/ 

crosscutting 

Yes Yes YES Yes Yes YES (lessons learnt) 
Crosscutting 
(Coordination  
Accountability to 
affected population) 

Yes (Lessons learnt) 

Standard 
indicators 

Information not 
available 

Information not 
available 

YES Information not 
available 

Information not 
available 

Not indicated YES FFP 
OFDA  Information not 
available 

 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 Guidelines indicate the content of the reports, but the format is not available on line. Some partners have reported being allowed to use their own reporting for format for narrative reports. Other partners reported that according to US Office of Management and Budget 
(OBM) provisions, the standard form SF425 is a mandatory form for reporting, own form can be used only for the submission of the general ledger. The narrative report (program performance report) should be drafted according to the list reporting requirement but using 
the application in the portal Award Results Tracking System (ART) providing an on line single form with standard fields. 
24 Proof of Employment of Funds Form, German Federal Foreign Office  
25 USAID office of U.S. foreign disaster assistance (USAID/OFDA), 2012. Guidelines for proposals, https://www.usaid.gov/what-we-do/working-crises-and-conflict/crisis-response/resources/guidelines-proposals 
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Table Summarizing  
PCA Requirements for UN Agencies and Donors 
!

Content OCHA1 UNHCR2 WFP3 UNICEF4 
 

Type of 
funding 

framework 

Country Based Pooled Funds (CBPF) Project Partnership Agreement All (HACT member) 
Programme Cooperation Agreement (PCA) 
Small Scale funding agreement 

Funding 
range 

200.000- 750.000 NO cap All Programme Cooperation Agreement > 
$50.000 
Small scale funding < $50.000  

Pre-
assessment 

steps 

CBPFs that choose to adopt the fully 
fledged capacity assessment will 
request partners, at the due diligence 
and registration stage, to submit 
additional 
documents listed in the Application 
Checklist. 
Pre-screening: OCHA Country Office  
will carry out an initial review of all 
documents and will communicate to the 
NGO whether their request for 
assessment will be further considered.  
If the response is positive, the in-depth 
capacity assessment process will be 
launched. 
 

Partner declaration signed 
Partner registration5 on Partner Portal  

 Core Value assessment 
Partner declaration 
Self-identification profile 

Partner 
Capacity 

Assessment 
areas 

Fully fledged PCA for high risks. 59 
questions 
 
•! Organisational information 
•! Technical Capacity 
•! Funding Information 
•! Coordination and partnership 
•! Financing Management 
•! Human Resources 
•! Logistics 
•! Monitoring and Evaluation 

At discretion of CO may include: 
 
Sector Expertise and experience 
Project Management 
Local Experience, presence and community 
relations 
Own contribution of resources 
Security Consideration 
Cost Effectiveness  
Experience in working with UNHCR 
 
For contract involving procurement of goods and 

•! Vetted against the UN 1267 List of 
individuals and entities belonging to 
or associated with the Taliban and 
Al-Qaida organizations as 
established and maintained by the 
1267 committee. 

•! Accepted by the Government. The 
NGO must be recognized by the 
national authority governing a 
specific area of operation, permitting 
it to carry out humanitarian relief and 
development activities in the country 

Ability to deliver programme results in in 
country context. 
Micro assessment if receiving more than 
$100K per year. 130 questions. Looking at:  
•! Implementing partner information 
•! Funds flow management capacity 
•! Organizational structure and planning 
•! Accounting policies and procedures 
•! Internal Audit procedures 
•! Financial audit procedures 
•! Reporting and monitoring capacity 
•! Information Systems 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!
1 OCHA, 2015a, Operational Handbook, and ICVA Partner Capacity Assessment of Humanitarian NGO – Fit for Purpose? June 2015 
2 UNHCR, 2013, Implementing Partnership Management Guidance Note No. 1 Selection and Retention of Partners for Project Partnership Agreements, available at UNHCR Partners Portal and ICVA Partner Capacity Assessment of Humanitarian NGO – Fit for Purpose? June 2015 
3 Information received from WFP staff member  
4 ICVA, 2015c, Partner Capacity Assessment of Humanitarian NGO – Fit for Purpose? 
5 Prospective partners that are not registered with UNHCR Headquarters will be required to declare that their organization meets the basic compatibility eligibility criteria for establishing a partnership with UNHCR before the organization can be considered for selection for a Project 
Partnership Agreement. UNHCR, 2103, Implementing Partnership Management Guidance Note No. 1 Selection and Retention of Partners for Project Partnership Agreements, UNHCR Partners Portal 
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Content OCHA1 UNHCR2 WFP3 UNICEF4 
services below USD 100,000, the Partner does 
not need to be pre-qualified for procurement6.   
For contract involving procurement of goods and 
services of USD 100,000 and above, the 
Partner needs to be pre-qualified for 
procurement7 
 
 
 

or area. It is expected to have a 
physical office and therefore a 
contact address. 

•! Organizational information 
(registered body for a minimum of 3 
years, transparent institutional 
framework, active grass root 
participation, information systems 
and documentation, technical 
knowledge and geographical 
presence, willing and able to work 
with communities and community-
based organizations). 

•! Technical capacity (sound, specific 
programmes for food distribution 
and/or on issues related to food 
assistance, food security, advocacy 
and development which correspond 
to WFP’s general priorities and 
target groups, High level of 
achievement/performance in fulfilling 
their objectives, participatory 
approach). 

•! Financial and complementary 
inputs: be able to cover part or all of 
non-food items, staffing and 
equipment. (WFP may reimburse 
operational costs relating to the food 
aid distribution, the NGO should be 
able to cover part or all 
complementary inputs), Financial 
management (accounts audited 
through a Chartered Accountant, 
reports should be made available as 
public documents). 

•! Human Resources: Staff with basic 
skills in project and financial 
management, analytical skills and 
capacity in areas of commodity 
tracking, food distribution and 
beneficiary participation. An NGO 
will need to provide detailed plans 
for distributing food to the intended 
beneficiaries. 

•! Procurement policies and procedures 
 
Until micro assessment is completed the 
partner is considered high risk. 
 
The need to assess the CSO’s financial, 
procurement and managerial capacity as per 
the requirements of the UNICEF HACT 
Procedure is discussed with the CSO. 
Additionally, if the partner is rated high or 
significant risk, the need to incorporate 
capacity development activities is discussed 
and incorporated into the programme 
document, if required. 
 
The financial management capacity of 
partners is assessed using a standard 
approach in all UNICEF offices, based on the 
United Nations Development Group (UNDG) 
HACT Framework.  
The micro assessments are undertaken by 
third parties (audit firms) and the terms of 
reference can be found on the UNDG HACT 
Framework site.  
When the partnership is below $100,000, 
UNICEF office may decide to undertake a 
simplified financial checklist completed by 
UNICEF staff. 
 
When micro assessments are required but 
urgency prevents their completion prior to 
agreements being signed, UNICEF offices 
assume these partners are high risk in terms 
of their financial management capacity until 
the assessment is finalized. This results in 
UNICEF offices having to undertake 
additional assurance activities.  
 
If a partnership with a CSO requires the 
procurement of services or supplies for a 
value exceeding US $2,500, an assessment 
of the CSO’s capacity to undertake 
procurement is conducted either as part of 
the selection process of CSOs or as part of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!
6 The Partner by signing the Project Partnership Agreement (PPA): i) commits to adhering to UNHCR policy and procedures outlined in the Guidance Note; ii) confirms that it has the capacity to undertake procurement of a value below USD 100,000; and iii) complies with the terms of PPA 
7 The Partner, by signing the Project Partnership Agreement (PPA): i) commits to adhering to UNHCR policy and procedures outlined in the Guidance Note;  ii) obtains Pre-qualification for Procurement status granted by UNHCR (by demonstrating either that the Partner follows the UNHCR 
procurement guidance or adopts its own guidelines provided that UNHCR has determined that they are compliant with UNHCR’s standards); iii) confirms that the Partner has the capacity to undertake procurement of this value; iv) complies with the terms of the PPA; and v) informs UNHCR 
in the event that its procurement rules, policies and procedures change. UNHCR, 2014c, Implementing Partnership Management Guidance Note No. 4, Procurement by Partners with UNHCR Funds, UNHCR Partners portal 
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Content OCHA1 UNHCR2 WFP3 UNICEF4 
•! Able comply with WFP’s monitoring 

and reporting requirements and have 
sound, reliable financial and 
accounting systems. 

•! Human resources, adequate 
personnel and in-country 
organizational structures, including 
staff, field offices, vehicles and 
access to communications. The staff 
must be reliable, qualified and 
suitably experienced, with 
reasonable continuity in 
assignments. 

•! Relationship with other groups: 
collaborate with Government 
infrastructure, demonstrated 
willingness and ability to work with 
the responsible Government 
authorities at all levels; coordinate 
with others: active participant in any 
established coordination mechanism 
for an operation (and any separate 
NGO coordinating body). 

the HACT micro assessment. The 
assessment is proportionate to the 
procurement risks involved and the type of 
supplies and services being purchased by the 
partner.  

Follow up 
assessment 

Project proposal assessment based on 
technical and programmatic criteria can 
be substantial.  
 
OCHA updates the assessment of 
partner’s capacity over time.  OCHA 
tracks and scores partner’s 
performance8.  The scores assigned to 
partner in each factor is summarized in 
a Partner Performance Index (PI). The 
average on the PI for each of the 
projects implemented during the year 
will give the annual partner’s PI. 
CBPFs can choose to periodically 
re-assess the capacity of their eligible 
partners by carrying out subsequent 
assessments. Eligible 
partners that have not implemented 
projects funded by the CBPF for more 
than two consecutive 
years will be required to undergo a new 

The selection of partner is valid for 2 UNHCR 
programme cycle. Before entering the 2nd year 
of PPA, the programme unit will conduct a desk 
review. After the 2nd UNHCR program cycle the 
selection committee will conduct a review of 
several factors 9. 
 
The Head of Office is required to ensure that for 
each Project a complete and comprehensive 
selection process is undertaken no less 
frequently than every four years.  
 

Subject to periodic review 
Micro assessment results are valid for a 
period of five years, unless there have been 
major changes in the management and 
internal control environment of the partner. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!
8 In relation to: i) quality and timeliness of submissions of project documents (proposals, budget and concept notes); ii) quality and timeliness of implementation against approved targets; iii) quality and timeliness of reporting; iv) frequency, timeliness and justification of project revision 
requests; v) quality of financial management; vi) audit findings. 
9 Performance of the partner and quality of delivery of desired results; Whether a change of partner may negatively impact on resources, continuity and/or effective response to the persons of concern; UNHCR’s contribution in the capacity development of the partner may be lost or not yield 
its desired outcome in case of change of partner; Contribution of partner (in cash or in-kind); Willingness of partner to continue with Project implementation; and availability and interest of alternative partners.  
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Content OCHA1 UNHCR2 WFP3 UNICEF4 
capacity assessment. 

Risk 
assessment 

Risk mitigation framework. Risk rating 
informs operational modalities 

Risk assessment undertaken by 
Programme/Project Control units  
 

As determined necessary by the 
relevant Country Office 

Part of the micro assessment. Partners are 
high risk until micro assessment is 
conducted. Risk rating informs operational 
modalities 

Use of proxy 
indicators Yes at discretion Yes at discretion May be used when they are available – 

no formal approach 
Yes, at discretion with prior approval of the 
HQ 

Who conduct 
assessment 

Mostly third party, except proxies 
done by staff.  
 
 

CO staff WFP Country Office staff, led by 
Programme Unit 

Core value assessment and ability to 
deliver by UNICEF staff. Micro assessment 
by third party 

Processing 
time 15-60 days10 

The recommended timeframe for the 
selection/retention process (from issuing the 
Call for Expression of Interest to 
communicating the Committee’s decision) 
should not exceed three months11.  
Guidelines: depends on the operational 
environment but it should not exceed 3 
months. 

Varies according to operational 
context/urgency No standard 

Validity 2 years if the partner has not 
implemented CBPF for 2 years.  

2 UNHCR programme cycle, but there are 
periodic reviews and assessments 

Not time-bound, but subject to 
periodic review 

Results of the micro assessment are valid 
for a period not to exceed the duration of 
the programme cycle and may extend 
across programme cycles. For example, a 
micro assessment conducted at the 
beginning of the fourth year of a five-year 
country programme cycle will be valid up to 
the end of the third year of the following 
country programme cycle unless there was 
a change in the IP’s management structure 
or processes and procedures. If significant 
changes to an IP’s organizational 
management structure or processes and 
procedures with respect to the programme 
are observed, a new micro assessment 
may be deemed necessary by the agency 
during the programme cycle12. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!
10 ICVA, 2015c, Partner Capacity Assessments of Humanitarian NGOs – Fit for purpose? 
11 UNHCR, 2013, Implementing Partnership Management Guidance Note No. 1 Selection and Retention of Partners for Project Partnership Agreements, UNHCR partners Portal 
12 UNDG, 2014a, Harmonised Approach to Cash Transfers (HACT) Framework guidelines 
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Content 
 

CANADA 13 
 

DANIDA ECHO14 GERMANY 15 DFID16 

 

Type of 
funding 

framework 

International humanitarian 
assistance funding 

Humanitarian Framework 
agreement; Extraordinary 
Emergency funding 
 

Framework Partnership 
Agreement (FPA) 

Humanitarian Emergency fund Rapid Response Facility17 
RRF partners are organisations that 
have successfully passed 
pre-qualification. DFID reviews the 
membership, opening up 
future windows when it judges there is a 
gap in the capabilities of RRF members. 
Future rounds for RRF applications are 
advertised on the DFID website 

Funding 
range 

Not indicated Not indicated Not indicated Not indicated Not indicated 

Pre-
assessment 

steps 

Pre-selection 
Institutional profile form to 
be submitted to 
International Humanitarian 
Assistance (IHA) by the 
organization prior to being 
considered for 
humanitarian assistance 
funding. The form contains 
a section on minimum 
requirements and 
additional information (20 
questions). Supporting 
documentation is required. 
NGOs are assessed on: 
•! Institutional 

requirements 
•! Financial requirements 
•! International 

humanitarian 
assistance 
requirements 

 
IHA will review this 
information and 

Pre-selection  
(no further information 
available on the guidelines in 
English) 

Pre-Selection:  
•! Register in APPEL   
•! Choose type of the 

application (niche or non-
niche) 

•! Fill out an identification from   
•! Answer a set of pre-

selection questions 
(minimum eligibility and 
suitability criteria) 

 

 Pre-selection 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!
13 Global Affairs Canada (GAC), Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada (DFATD) –International Humanitarian Aid (IHA), 2014, Funding Application Guidelines for Non-Governmental Organizations 
14 ECHO, 2016, Framework Partnership Agreement (FPA) http://dgecho-partners-helpdesk.eu/become_a_partner/start 
15 Information received from staff of German Federal Foreign Office 
16 DFID, 2015, Humanitarian Response Funding Guidelines For NGOs 
17 In rapid onset humanitarian emergencies, DFID’s immediate funding is likely to be disbursed through the multilateral system or to Rapid Response Facility partners.  
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Content 
 

CANADA 13 
 

DANIDA ECHO14 GERMANY 15 DFID16 

documentation only for 
those NGOs who meet the 
ten minimum requirements 
(first part of the form).  
 
NGOs will be required to 
update their Institutional 
Profile every three years. 

Partner 
Capacity 

Assessment 
areas 

Only NGOs that meet 
IHA’s minimum 
requirements are then 
eligible to submit funding 
proposals in response to 
annual funding 
appeals/complex 
humanitarian situations 
and other funding/sudden 
onset emergencies.  
 
IHA reviews funding 
requests. When reviewing 
proposals, IHA uses the 
information and 
documentation provided in 
the NGO’s Institutional 
Profile as a factor in 
making the decision to 
recommend funding the 
proposal or not. 
 
 
 

Documents not available on 
line in English 

If pre-selection is positive, 
detailed questionnaire and 
complete the application.  
 
The detailed Questionnaire 
assess the following: 
 
•! Eligibility Criteria (and 

supporting documents) 
•! Administrative capacity (30 

questions) 
•! Certified audited financial 

statements for the last 2 
financial years (19 
questions) 

•! Technical and logistical 
capacity (16 questions) 

•! Experience in the field of 
humanitarian aid & Results 
of previous operations 
carried out by the 
organisation concerned, 
and in particular those 
financed by the EU (6 
questions) 

•! Coordination and 
partnership (2 sections, 11 
questions)  

•! Compliance with 
humanitarian principles (3 
questions) 

 
When holding an FPA, the 
NGO must complete periodic 
assessment and risk 
assessments to ensure that is 

Every NGO has to go through an 
assessment process. A “Quality 
Profile” is established for each 
potential partner organisation and 
the minimal criteria for 
cooperation are checked. 
The areas that area assessed are 
the following:  
Annual budget, reports of former 
external audits (and if the 
organisation commissions audits 
on a regular basis), field of 
expertise, quality management 
and capacities.  
 
(documents are only available in 
German) 

Documents not available on line 
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Content 
 

CANADA 13 
 

DANIDA ECHO14 GERMANY 15 DFID16 

still complies with the FPA 
requirements18. 

Follow up 
assessment 

Partners have to submit 
Audited Financial 
Statements every year19 
 

 The risk assessment will be 
performed once per year on 
the basis of the information 
provided by the partner and 
the results of the controls 
performed by the different 
European bodies involved in 
checking the eligibility of 
expenditures. 
 
The assessment will be done 
at the time of the periodic 
assessment. Together with the 
conclusions of the periodic 
assessment, the partner will 
receive the revised risks 
assessment. 
 
The partner has access to the 
result of this risks assessment 
through an APPEL 
functionality ( My organization 
logbook) and it has always the 
possibility to contact ECHO 
when it is in possession of 
new elements which might 
have an impact on ECHO 
assessment. 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!
18 ECHO, 2016, Framework Partnership Agreement (FPA) Section 4, and VOICE, 2015, Exploring EU humanitarian donors’ funding and conditions for working with NGOs’. Building evidence for simplification  
19 Global Affairs Canada (GAC), Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada (DFATD) –International Humanitarian Aid (IHA), 2014, Funding Application Guidelines for Non-Governmental Organizations 
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Content 
 

CANADA 13 
 

DANIDA ECHO14 GERMANY 15 DFID16 

Risk 
management 

DFATD has a process for 
evaluating the fiduciary risk 
posed by partner 
organizations and IHA may 
ask NGOs for additional 
information to meet these 
corporate DFATD due 
diligence requirements.  
Only organizations that 
have an acceptable level of 
risk are eligible for funds 

 To comply with requirements 
of the Financial Regulation, 
ECHO has put in place risks 
mitigation measures. These 
measures may vary depending 
on the specificity the 
partnership and the nature of 
the actions funded. The 
actions funded by ECHO may 
be subject to appropriate 
controls, at the grant award 
and final payment stages, 
based on the risk 
assessment of the partner’s 
financial management 
capacity. 
The risks are assessed during 
the partner's Periodic 
Assessment. The partner has 
access through APPEL to the 
result of this risks assessment. 
 

  

Use of proxy 
indicators 

Not indicated in the 
guidelines 

 Not indicated in the guidelines In some cases20 Not indicated in the guidelines 

Who conduct 
assessment 

Not indicated in the 
guidelines 

 Not indicated in the guidelines M&E officer at S05 and the 
Deputy Head of Division 

Not indicated in the guidelines 

Processing 
time 

Not indicated in the 
guidelines 

 Not indicated on the partners 
website 

3 to 6 months.  Not indicated in the guidelines 

Validity 
3 years  Valid until expiration of the 

framework agreement 2014-
2018 

Information not available Not indicated in the guidelines 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!
20 If an organization is a DG ECHO framework partner and receives more than 1,5 Million Euro a year the process of creating the “quality profile” can be done more easily. However, the applying organization still has to undergo the process and to answer our questionnaire, provide 
documents etc.  
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Table Summarizing  
PCA Requirements for US Donors 
 
 
 

Content US PRM1 US OFDA2 US FFP3 
  

Type of 
funding 

framework 

Information not available Information not available Information not available 

Funding range Information not available Information not available Information not available 
INGO/NNGO US/non US US/non US US/non US 

Pre-
assessment 

steps 

Pre-selection 
To begin the process of seeking PRM funding, 
applicants must: 
•! Obtain a Data Universal Numbering System 

(DUNS) number for their organization. 
•! Register with the U.S. government-wide 

System for Award Management 
(www.SAM.gov). 

•! Create a username and password on 
Grants.gov and complete their AOR 
(Authorized Organization Representative) 
profile. 

•! The E-Business Point of Contact (E-Biz 
POC) at the organization must confirm the 
applicant as an Authorized Organization 
Representative. 

Pre selection 
Additional requirements for organizations who have 
not previously received funding from the USG or 
USAID. To be addressed by the new applicant prior to 
proposal submission.  
Organizations who have not previously received funding 
from the USG,  
•! USAID/OFDA must conduct a pre-award qualification 

review. (This review may take up to 60 days to 
schedule).  

•! Audited financial statements for the previous three fiscal 
years from a Certified Public Accountant or other 
auditor satisfactory to USAID; an organizational chart; 
and copies of applicable policies and procedures, such 
as accounting and financial management, purchasing, 
property management, travel, and personnel4. 

•! Organizations must have a unique nine-digit Data 
Universal Numbering System (DUNS). 

•! Organizations must have a current registration in the 
Central Contractor Registration (CCR) database. In 
order to receive payment from USAID/W, non-U.S. 
registrants must input or update their U.S. banking 
information (bank routing number, account number, 

FFP  
Pre-selection 
Pre-award risk assessment 
Before making an award, the AO must evaluate the risk posed 
by the applicant5 and may: Make award, deny, award with 
conditions. 
History of performance should be a factor in determining the 
level of risk but does not guarantee that there is no risk. The 
applicant must provide a list of all cost-reimbursement contracts, 
grants, cooperative agreements involving similar or related 
programs during the past 3 years6. The selection committee 
chair must verify: how well the applicant performed, The 
relevancy of the work performed, instance of good 
performances, Instances of poor performances, significant 
achievements, significant problems and any indications of 
excellent or exceptional performance in the most critical areas.  
The selection committee chair and the AO may use the 
Contractor Performance Assessment Reporting System 
(CPARS) and the Past Performance Information Retrieval 
System (PPIRS)7. The activity manager and the selection 
committee chair may also contact references other than those 
provided in the application. Before making an award, (or adding 
incremental funding or extending performance period) the AO 

                                            
1 PRM, 2015. General NGO Guidelines for Overseas Assistance http://www.state.gov/j/prm/releases/factsheets/2015/250103.htm 
2 USAID office of U.S. foreign disaster assistance (USAID/OFDA), 2012. Guidelines for proposals, https://www.usaid.gov/what-we-do/working-crises-and-conflict/crisis-response/resources/guidelines-proposals; USAID, 2015a. ADS Chapter 303 Grants and Cooperative Agreements to Non-
Governmental Organizations, https://www.usaid.gov/who-we-are/agency-policy; USAID, 2015b. Standard Provisions for Non-U.S. Nongovernmental Organizations A Mandatory Reference for ADS Chapter 303, https://www.usaid.gov/who-we-are/agency-policy 
3 USAID, 2015a. ADS Chapter 303 Grants and Cooperative Agreements to Non-Governmental Organizations, https://www.usaid.gov/who-we-are/agency-policy; USAID, 2015b. Standard Provisions for Non-U.S. Nongovernmental Organizations A Mandatory Reference for ADS Chapter 303, 
https://www.usaid.gov/who-we-are/agency-policy 
4 USAID, 2015a. ADS Chapter 303 Grants and Cooperative Agreements to Non-Governmental Organizations, https://www.usaid.gov/who-we-are/agency-policy 
5 in accordance with the principles established by USAID and the Office of management and Budget (OMB) 
6 This can be requested as part of initial application or later on during a multi-tiered review (ADS 303.3.6.1d). 
7 If there is information available on the recipient in these systems.  
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Content US PRM1 US OFDA2 US FFP3 
etc.) via the tab entitled, Remittance in CCR.  

•! Non-US organizations must also obtain a NATO 
Commercial and Governmental Entity (NCAGE) 
number prior to seeking CCR Registration.  

 
Organization who have received USG Funding but Never 
from USAID must include  
•! Financial and program management systems that 

comply with 22 CFR 226.20-28. 
•!  System of internal controls is reasonable in accordance 

with applicable cost principles {2 CFR 230, formerly 
OMB Circular A-122, for non-profit organizations.} This 
includes the segregation of duties, handling of cash, 
contracting procedures, and personnel and travel 
policies. 

•! Purchasing system and contracting procedures that 
comply with 22 CFR 226.40-49.  

•! Property management system that complies with 22 
CFR 226.30-37. 

•! Personnel policy that complies with applicable USG 
cost principles and results in reasonable and allocable 
salary charges. 

•! Travel policy that complies with the standard provision 
entitled “Travel and International Air Transportation” 
and applicable USG cost principles. 

•! System of administering and monitoring sub-awards as 
required by OMB Circular A-133 for U.S. organizations, 
or by the USAID Inspector-General’s Guidelines for 
Financial Audits Contracted by Foreign Recipients for 
non-U.S. organizations. 

•! Reports and records that comply with 22 CFR 226.50-
53.  

•! Sufficient absorptive capacity.  
•! Evidence that the organization has or can obtain 

adequate financial resources for performance of the 
award. 

•! Proof that the organization has a satisfactory record of 
performance, including past performance references. 

•! Information showing that the organization has a 
satisfactory record of integrity and business ethics. 

•! Documentation establishing that the organization is 
otherwise qualified to receive an award under 
applicable laws and regulations; and  

must also verify that neither the successful applicant nor the sub 
awardees: have active exclusion in the system for Award 
Management (SAM); appear in the Specially Designated 
Nationals (SDN) and Blocked Persons list of the US treasury for 
Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC List); are listed in the 
UN Security designation list. Except for Fixed Amount Award, for 
the remaining awards the following have to be used:  
1.! For US and NON US organizations that have been 

recipients of USAID or USG acquisition or assistance 
instruments: when the organization has previously received 
a positive risk assessment, the AO can rely on: Single 
audit8; signed copy of statutory and regulatory certification 
required in 303.3.8; the quality of the applicant’s history of 
performance on similar USAID projects, other information 
as necessary, including pre-award surveys. 

2.! Organizations new to USAID with outstanding audit 
findings: AO must perform a survey before making risk 
assessment decision. Additionally, the AO may request: 
copies of audited financial statements of the last three 
years, projects budgets cash flows, organizational charts; 
copies of applicable policies and procedures (accounting, 
personnel etc.) 

 
Pre-award survey9  
can be done if:  
•! AO is uncertain of the prospective recipient capacity to 

perform financially or programmatically. 
•! has never had USAID funding. 
•! has not received an award in the last 5 years. 
•! the AO has knowledge of deficiency in the applicant’s 

annual audit. 
•! AO determines that it is in the best interest of the US 

government. 

                                            
8 For NON US organizations performed in accordance with ADS 591, Financial Audits of USAID Contractors, Grantees, and Host Government Entities 591.3.4.2 
9 Content of the pre-award survey is indicated in ADS 303.3.9.1: Accounting and record keeping, overall financial management systems, internal controls, property management systems, administration and sub awards, all meet standards of US Government Publishing Office (GPO), 2016. 
US Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards (2 CFR 200), http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=628b16a6c25fc880a9db2be1145dfcee&mc=true&node=sp2.1.200.f&rgn=div6  
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Content US PRM1 US OFDA2 US FFP3 
•! Contact information for the contracting or Agreement 

Officer at every USG agency from which your 
organization has received an award.  

•! The organization must have a U.S. bank account to 
receive payments from USAID. Non-U.S. organization, 
must provide the name and banking information for a 
correspondent U.S. bank that will receive funds on their 
behalf.  

Partner 
Capacity 

Assessment 
areas 

To be considered eligible for PRM funding, all 
submissions of proposals should include the 
following10: 
•! Completed proposal narrative and budget; 
•! Completed SF-424 form11.  
•! Copy of the organization’s U.S. 

government Negotiated Indirect Cost Rate 
Agreement (NICRA), if applicable. 

•! Information in support of any cost-
sharing/cost-matching arrangements, if 
applicable. 

•! Information detailing the source of any in-
kind contributions, if applicable. 

•! Details on any sub-agreements associated 
with the program (should be part of the 
budget submission as noted above, if 
applicable. 

•! Copy of the organization’s Code of 
Conduct, which should be consistent with 
the IASC’s six core principles, and an 
explanation of how the codes of conduct 
will be reflected in project implementation.  

•! Applicants are encouraged to attach a 
separate document or include a narrative 
with the organization's procedures for 
responding to allegations of sexual 
exploitation and abuse of beneficiaries by 
staff.  

•! The organization’s security plan. 
•! NGOs that have never received PRM 

funding must be prepared to demonstrate 

All proposals must include the complete, current, and 
signed Certifications and Assurances package ADS-
303.3.8 
 
The U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 
requires submission of a signed SF-  
424 Application for Federal Assistance package with all 
proposals {22 CFR 226.12, ADS-303.3.5.2, ADS-303.3.8}. 
This includes the  
SF-424, Application for Federal Assistance,  
SF-424a, Budget Information—Non-construction Programs, 
and  
SF-424b, Assurances—Non-construction Programs.  
 
All applicants (with some specific exceptions12) must have 
Dun & Bradstreet (DUNS) numbers and be registered in the 
System for Award Management (SAM).  

 

Proposals should include the certifications included in 
ADS303mav. 
 
All applicants (with some specific exceptions13) must have Dun & 
Bradstreet (DUNS) numbers and be registered in the System for 
Award Management (SAM).  

NGOs and PVOs must submit a copy of the latest NICRA, or an 
indirect cost/overhead rate proposal must be submitted with the 
application.  
 
NGO and PVO applicants must fill out the SF-424 Core Form, 
Application for Federal Assistance and SF-424 Attachments (SF-
424A, SF-424B, SF-424C, SF-424D). These forms are available 
on grants.gov.  
 
Applicants are strongly encouraged to identify partnership 
arrangements14. Letters of Intent, Letters of Agreement, or 
Memoranda of Understanding should be included in the 
application to the extent possible.  
It is the responsibility of applicants to ensure that local partners 
do not appear on the Excluded Parties List (this includes the 
U.S. Department of Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control 
Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons List), 
which can be found at the System for Awards Management 
(SAM).  
 
Applicants working through local partners must ensure that local 
organizations have the capacity to carry out the designated 
components of the proposed project15  
 

                                            
10 (organizations should refer to the relevant Notice of Funding Opportunity announcement for further information and clarification on the requirements for that announcement) 
11 PRM requires that Box 21 of the SF 424 be checked. Please note that pursuant to U.S. Code, Title 218, Section 1001, stated on OMB Standard Form 424 (SF-424), the Department of State is authorized to consolidate the certifications and assurances required by Federal law or 
regulations for its federal assistance programs. The list of certifications and assurances can be found at https://www.statebuy.state.gov/fa/Documents/ListofCertificationsandAssurances.pdf  
12 as per 2 CFR 25.110 
13 as per 2 CFR 25.110 
14 It is recognized that in some projects the identification of specific partners and sub-recipients cannot occur until after award. Therefore, specific delineation of responsibilities and costs of sub-recipients cannot be provided in the concept paper and/or application. However, in many cases, 
this information is known at the time the concept paper and/or application is being prepared.  
15 And should consider a capacity-building component which will leave a lasting impact on local organizations.  
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Content US PRM1 US OFDA2 US FFP3 
that they meet the financial and 
accounting requirements of the U.S. 
government by providing copies of the 
following with their funding application: 

•! The most recent external financial audit; 
•! Proof of non-profit tax status. 
•! Data Universal Numbering System 

(DUNS) Number. 
•! Employer ID number (EIN)/Federal Tax 

Identification Number (if a U.S. 
organization). 

Applicants should demonstrate their capacity to use electronic 
payments and minimize cash payment systems as the 
humanitarian context permits.  

Follow up 
assessment 

Information not available 
 

Information not available 
 

Information not available 
 

Risk 
assessment  

Risk assessment 
Information not available 

Before making the award, the AO must evaluate the risks 
posed by applicants in accordance with the principles 
established by USAID and the Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) (see 2 CFR 200.205). 
Depending on the result of this pre-award risk assessment, 
the AO may either:  
1) Make the award, 2) Deny the recommendation of the 
Activity Manager and not execute the award, or 3) Award 
with "specific conditions" (2 CFR 200.207 and 303.3.9.2). 

Before making the award, the AO must evaluate the risks posed 
by applicants in accordance with the principles established by 
USAID and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) (see 2 
CFR 200.205). Depending on the result of this pre-award risk 
assessment, the AO may either:  
1.! Make the award. 
2.! Deny the recommendation of the Activity Manager and not 

execute the award. 
3.! Award with "specific conditions" (2 CFR 200.207 and 

303.3.9.2).  

Use of proxy Information not available Information not available Information not available 
Processing 

time 
Four weeks or more for US organization and 
much longer for NON US organizations  

Pre-award qualification review up to 60 days to schedule Pre-award survey for organizations new to USAID. Time not 
indicates 

Validity 
SAM registration must be updated every year 
If prospective recipient has not received an 
award from any federal agency for 5 years a 
Pre-award survey has to be carried out  

SAM registration must be updated every year 
If prospective recipient has not received an award from any 
federal agency for 5 years a Pre-award survey has to be 
carried out 

SAM registration must be updated every year 
If prospective recipient has not received an award from any 
federal agency for 5 years a Pre-award survey has to be carried 
out 
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Table Summarising  
Audit Requirements for UN Agencies and Donors 
 
 
Content OCHA1 UNHCR2 WFP3 UNICEF 4 
 

Type 
(Pre-award 
Close-out 

Risk-based 
Project 
Based 
Spot 

checks) 

Pre-Award 
PCA evaluates the regularity of audit on 
financial statements, issues highlighted by 
audits, policy for internal audit.   
External 
NGO partners receiving funds from CBPF 
are subject to external audit by the Fund at 
the country level. 
Risk-based approach to audits will replace 
the current project-based approach5. The 
risk-based approach will set the criteria to 
prioritize which partners will be audited on 
the basis of partner risk level and financial 
volumes transferred to NGOs. 
 

Pre award 
Selection criteria include scrutiny of audit 
results of the previous UNHCR-funded projects, 
past performance and the external audit of 
partners’ financial statements, where 
applicable.  
Partners that have three consecutive qualified 
audit opinions for UNHCR-funded projects may 
not be considered.  
Close-out 
Audit Certificates and the accompanying 
management letters are to be submitted within 
three months of the final date for liquidation of 
commitments. 
Verification Exercises 
Are foreseen in article 10.6 of the Standard 
Bipartite Project Partnership Agreement.  
With the new risk-based approach to audit, the 
methodology for assessment of Project(s) 
subject to audit is based on the risks associated 
with a Project. 
The Projects will be assessed and ranked 
through a composite of risk criteria, on an 
annual basis. The criteria include the following 
risks;  
a) Operational risks 
b) Project profile and partner performance risks  
c) Specific UNHCR management needs and 
donor requirements (as applicable).  
These criteria will factor a wide range of 
considerations related to UNHCR, Partners and 
Projects such as performance, internal controls, 

Partners may be subject to 
an internal or external 
audit by auditors of WFP 
or by other authorized and 
qualified agents of WFP.  
 
 

Pre Award 
HACT micro assessment for all partners receiving 
>$100,000 per year from UNICEF. Undertaken by 
third parties (audit firms). When partnership 
<$100,000, UNICEF office may decide to 
undertake a simplified financial checklist 
completed by UNICEF staff. 
Spot checks6 
Conducted at the partner’s office by either 
UNICEF staff or contracted audit firm.  
Scheduled audit 
Conducted at the partner’s office by an audit firm. 
Special audit 
Conducted by a third party with terms of 
reference developed in response to the issue that 
triggered the special audit. 
Performance audit depending on the nature and 
duration of the partnership and/or programme 
document and any specific grant conditionality. 
To assess various aspects of the partnership in 
relation to achievement of results for children i.e. 
extent to which jointly defined results were 
achieved; relevance/ appropriateness; 
sustainability; effectiveness; lessons for 
institutional learning 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 OCHA, 2015a, Operational Handbook for Country-based Pooled Funds 
2 UNHCR, 2014b, Standard Format Bipartite Project Partnership Agreement, UNHCR, 2013, Implementing Partnership Management Guidance Note No. 1 Selection and Retention of Partners for Project Partnership Agreements and UNHCR, 2015g, Implementing 
Partnership Management Guidance Note No. 5 Risk-based Audit of UNHCR-Funded Projects, UNHCR partners portal 
3 WFP Filed Level Agreement (FLA) general conditions, and WFP Annex 1D Special Conditions for Implementation and Monitoring of Cash and Vouchers Activities available at http://www.wfp.org/about/partners/ngos/working-wfp, and information received from WFP staff 
4 UNICEF, 2015a, Guidance for Civil Society Organizations partnering with UNICEF, available http://www.unicef.org/about/partnerships/index_81428.html, and UNDG, 2014a, Harmonized Approach to Cash Transfers (HACT) Framework guidelines 
5 OCHA, 2015a, Operational Handbook for Country-based Pooled Funds 
6 Periodic on-site reviews (spot checks) are performed to assess the accuracy of the financial records for cash transfers to the IP and the status of programme implementation (through a review of financial information), and to determine whether there have been any 
significant changes to internal controls. The spot check is not an audit.  Spot checks involve: Checking the IP’s internal controls with respect to financial management, procurement and/or other controls required to implement the activities defined in the work plan; and 
Reviewing a sample of expenditures to confirm that documentation supports the expenditures and that they are in accordance with the work plan and other United Nations regulations. Spot checks are work plan or project based, meaning that for an IP implementing 
multiple work plans, a spot check is performed over FACE form(s) for each work plan, unless otherwise documented by the agency. The scope of work plans, and therefore the controls that are being relied on, may vary. For example, some may rely on the IP’s 
procurement controls and others on human resource controls. Spot checks are performed during the programme cycle based on the agency assurance plan, IP risk rating and agency guidelines. UNDG, 2014a, Harmonized Approach to Cash Transfers (HACT) Framework 
guidelines, article 9.17-9.19 
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Content OCHA1 UNHCR2 WFP3 UNICEF 4 
financial management capacities, Project profile 
and value, type of operations, length of 
partnerships, previous audit findings, 
outstanding recommendations, etc.  
 

Timing and 
notice 

Operational Handbook for Country-based 
Pooled Funds does not indicate exact 
timing and notice.7  
 

Guidance note 5 Risk based project audit 
indicates the following timing: 
•!30 November: Auditors are assigned to each 

Project and location, and contacts between 
UNHCR focal persons, Auditors and 
Partner(s) are established to prepare the 
audit schedule.  

•!10 January: The final list of Projects subject to 
audit, including those with extended Project 
Period, is issued by UNHCR Headquarters.  

•!15 February: The Final Project Financial and 
Performance Reports are submitted by 
respective Partners (except for those 
authorized for extension).  

•!March-April: Audit field work by the assigned 
Auditors is undertaken and Audit Certificates 
are issued.  

•!May-June: Audit field work for exceptional 
extensions and all audits (if outstanding) are 
completed and final Audit Certificates are 
issued by the Project Auditors to UNHCR and 
copied Partners.  

No indication of period of notice due to 
partners. 

 

The schedule for spot checks, programmatic 
visits and scheduled audits is agreed upon with 
the partner and documented in the programme 
document. UNICEF and partners review the 
findings of spot checks and audits and jointly 
develop action plans. 
 

Frequency 

Implementing partners will be audited 
according to the audit plan established by 
headquarters in coordination with the 
OCHA Country Office. 
 
OCHA applies a risk-based approach to 
audit partners by sampling a certain 
volume of resources for high, medium and 
low risk NGOs partners. Data on global 
allocation of resources are analyzed at 
OCHA headquarters to determine (i) the 
size and composition of the sample (i.e. 
percentage of the total amount allocated 
that should be audited; focus on specific 
countries) and (ii) propose country audit 
plans for each CBPF. 
The composition of the sample must 

Audit is a requirement under the UNHCR 
Financial Rules. Audit Certificates and the 
accompanying management letters are to be 
submitted within three months of the final date 
for liquidation of commitments. 
 
The methodology for assessment of Project(s) 
subject to audit is based on the risks associated 
with a Project. In addition, a centralized 
procurement and engagement of audit services 
by UNHCR Headquarters for performing Project 
Audits ensures a consistently high quality of 
Project Audits in a timely manner. Under the 
new approach, Projects subject to audit are 
identified by the Division of Financial and 
Administrative Management (DFAM/IPMS) 
based on a risk-based methodology. The 

 The schedule for spot checks, programmatic 
visits and scheduled audits is agreed upon with 
the partner and documented in the programme 
document. One scheduled audit is required for all 
implementing partners that have received more 
than $500,000 during the programme cycle. 
Special audit is required when specific issues/ 
concerns arise during 
the programme cycle. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Article 5.4  OCHA, 2015a, Operational Handbook for Country-based Pooled Funds, http://www.unocha.org/what-we-do/humanitarian-financing/cbpf-global-guidelines  
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Content OCHA1 UNHCR2 WFP3 UNICEF 4 
include high, medium and low-risk 
partners. This maximizes the objective of 
the audit as an oversight mechanism (to 
manage financial risks where they are 
likelier to materialize); while also signalling 
partners that they can be randomly 
audited, to further mitigate residual risks. 
Partner-risk level and allocation amounts 
will not be the sole basis to determine the 
sample. 
Safeguards will be applied while defining 
audit plans. Criteria such as the size of a 
specific partner 
portfolio, or a specific percentage of 
allocated versus available resources in a 
year would be used to sample partners 
beyond the risk-based approach. Specific 
thresholds and percentages will be 
determined between the OCHA Country 
Office and headquarters. 
Within a three-year period, all NGOs 
partners who have received funding 
through a CBPF must be 
audited. The Humanitarian Financing Unit 
(HFU) will provide inputs and 
recommendations to inform the 
establishment of the country audit plan to 
ensure adequate consideration of 
contextual elements. The country audit 
plans are drafted by 
OCHA headquarters discussed with the 
Country Office and approved by the 
Executive Officer (or delegated officer). 
Once the audit plan is agreed upon, the 
HFU will inform the selected NGOs and 
trigger the audits. Audit plans will be 
formulated every year by 15 February. 
The procurement of audit services must be 
done through the OCHA Country Office 
and local service provider in accordance 
with the prevailing procurement rules. To 
streamline the audit firm selection process, 
the OCHA HoO should engage with the 
relevant service provider (normally United 
Nations 
Development Programme) to identify, 
select and establish long-term agreements 
(LTAs) with audit firms. This will ensure 

Projects will be assessed and ranked through a 
composite of risk criteria8 on an annual basis.  
 
Regardless of their Project risk-ranking in a 
given year:  
•! All Projects implemented by new 

Partner(s) will be audited in their first 
year of operation.  

•! All Partners will be audited at least once 
in every four-year operational cycle.  
 

The overall number of Projects to be audited 
organization-wide in a given year will take due 
consideration both the threshold of risk 
exposure/risk tolerance and the materiality 
aspects9.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 As indicated above.  
9 In principle, the total number of Projects audited annually is expected to gradually decrease, as the Enhanced Framework of Implementing with Partners and improvements in Project management, Partner performance and control systems will be taking effect. 
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Content OCHA1 UNHCR2 WFP3 UNICEF 4 
the capacity to implement the audit plan on 
a timely basis. OCHA Country Offices shall 
maintain the validity of the audit service 
LTA to ensure it is does not expire before 
a new LTA has been obtained, or that the 
existing LTA has been extended. The 
costs of auditing services will be covered 
by the CBPF as a direct cost of the fund 

Requirements 

Unless otherwise agreed upon between 
the Parties, upon expiration or termination 
of the Agreement, the Implementing 
Partner shall maintain the records and 
make them accessible for a period of at 
least five (5) years for all the reviews and 
oversight activities that OCHA may 
consider to undertake. 
External audit findings provide essential 
feedback to the partner and the system, 
promoting 
continuous improvement of NGO financial 
and operational management and 
performance, and 
enabling the HC to make better informed 
funding decisions. 
Internal oversight bodies (OIOS - Office of 
Internal Oversight Services and the BOA - 
Board of 
Auditors) regularly audit OCHA operations. 
Audits performed by these entities are 
subject to the 
single audit principle.  

Provisions and terms for Project Audit are 
stipulated in the applicable PPA. These 
Include:  
1.! Partner’s obligation to maintain relevant 

Project documents up to seven years 
2.! to provide unfettered and timely access to 

all information, documents, books, records, 
transactions, sites, persons and other 
necessary subjects for audit purposes to 
UNHCR authorized staff or agents, such 
as auditors. 

3.! and to undertake timely and appropriate 
measures to address and resolve audit 
observations and recommendations 

 
Audit may cover matters related to use and 
management of funds, accounting and internal 
control systems, achievement of expected 
results of the Project, Reports and other 
implementation documents and Partner’s 
Compliance with the Agreement 

Audit shall be conducted 
in accordance with the 
auditing procedures of 
WFP as provided in the 
Financial Regulations, 
Rules and Directives. 

 
The Cooperating Partner 
shall provide WFP 
unimpeded access to all 
documentation relating to 
Programs implemented 
under this Agreement for 
inspection and audit 
purposes. 
 

The Cooperating Partner 
shall ensure that all 
records are retained for a 
period of five (5) years 
following the termination of 
this Agreement.    

At the request of and at such times as 
determined solely by UNICEF, IP will have its 
activities under this Agreement audited. Audits 
will be performed subject to such standards, 
scope, frequency and timing as decided by 
UNICEF (and may cover financial transactions 
and internal controls related to the activities 
implemented by IP).  

 
Audits are conducted by individual or corporate 
auditors to be designated by UNICEF, such as, 
for example, an audit or accounting firm.  IP shall 
provide its full and timely cooperation with any 
audits. Such cooperation shall include, but shall 
not be limited to, IP’s obligation to make available 
its personnel and any relevant documentation 
and records for such purposes at reasonable 
times and on reasonable conditions and to grant 
the auditors access to IP’s premises and/or sites 
of programme implementation at reasonable 
times and on reasonable conditions in connection 
with such access to IP’s personnel and relevant 
documentation and records.  IP shall require its 
agents, including, but not limited to, IP’s 
attorneys, accountants or other advisers, and its 
subcontractors to reasonably cooperate with any 
audits carried out hereunder. 
All records related to partnership agreement 
must be kept by partner for five years to any 
possible audit and inquiry by the donor, 
government, evaluation team or UNICEF. 
 
UNICEF or the auditors will provide a copy of the 
final audit report to IP without delay.  
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Type 
(Pre-award 
Close-out 

Risk-based 
Project Based 
Spot checks) 

Pre-award 
Audited 
financial 
statements for 
the past three 
fiscal years,  
the two more 
recent external 
audits, of the 
NGO’s 
humanitarian 
responses 
done within the 
last five years.   
 
 

Project based 
 

HQ 
Field based  
Risk based audit 
strategy. The level of 
partners risk influence 
the frequency of the 
audit 
Pre-award 
Annual statutory 
accounts for the last 2 
financial years certified 
by an approved external 
auditor17,  
Information regarding 
HQ audits of the 
organization or individual 
projects, carried out in 
the past three years, by 
other institutional donors 
from the EU, EEA or a 
State Party to 
Convention. 
Project based 
activities financed by the 
Commission can be 
subjected to audits 
throughout their 
duration. ECHO audit 
strategy differentiates 
between the HQ audits 
(focusing on completed 
projects or Actions), and 
interim Field audit (of 
ongoing projects) in the 
field.  
Checks 18of the eligibility 
of expenditure outside of 
the context of an audit 
and beyond the 

Pre-award 
External audits 
are requested 
during the 
process of 
establishing a 
“Quality profile” 
before starting 
the cooperation 
with the 
organization.  
 
Project Based 
At the end of 
every project 
the proof of 
employment of 
funds of the 
NGO is 
forwarded by 
the German 
Foreign Office 
to the Federal 
Office of 
Administration 
(FOA), which 
will conduct an 
audit to see if 
the expenses 
were in line 
with the 
German 
Budgetary law. 
  

Project based Recipients of PRM 
funding are expected to 
be in compliance with all 
applicable provisions of 2 
CFR 200 The Uniform 
Administrative 
Requirements, Cost 
Principles and Audit 
Requirements for Federal 
Awards, which took effect 
on December 26, 2014. 
 
Pre-award 
NGOs that have never 
received PRM funding 
must  
provide copies of the 
most recent external 
financial audit. 
 
Single audit. A non-
Federal entity that 
expends $750,000 or 
more during the non-
Federal entity's fiscal 
year in Federal awards 
must have a single audit 
conducted20 
 
Program-specific audit 
election. When an 
auditee expends Federal 
awards under only one 
Federal program21 and 
the Federal program's 
statutes, regulations, or 
the terms and conditions 
of the Federal award do 
not require a financial 

 Pre award (OFDA) 
Organization that has Never Received 
USG Funding must provide audited 
financial statements for the previous 
three fiscal years, which a Certified 
Public Accountant or other auditor 
satisfactory to USAID has performed  
Organization Has Received USG 
Funding but Never from USAID must 
provide proof of System of 
administering and monitoring sub-
awards as required by OMB Circular 
A-133 for U.S. organizations, or by the 
USAID Inspector-General’s Guidelines 
for Financial Audits Contracted by 
Foreign Recipients for non-U.S. 
organizations  
Annual Audit (ADS 590&591) FFP 
US non profit organizations: 
organizations that expend $500,000 or 
more in Federal awards within their 
fiscal year must have a single 
(organization-wide) or program-
specific financial audit conducted for 
that year in accordance with OMB 
Circular A-13322. 
Non profit organizations expending 
<$500.000 in Federal awards within 
their fiscal year are exempt from OMB 
circular A-133 audit requirements for 
that year23.  
Foreign Organizations: 
Foreign organization and sub 
recipients that expend $300.000 or 
more in USAID awards during their 
fiscal year, must have an annual audit 
conducted of those funds in 
accordance with Guidelines For 
Financial Audits Contracted By 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 Global Affairs Canada (GAC), Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada (DFATD) –International Humanitarian Aid (IHA), 2014, Funding Application Guidelines for Non-Governmental Organizations http://www.international.gc.ca/development-
developpement/assets/pdfs/funding-financement/funding-application-guidelines-for-non-governmental-organizations-eng.pdf 
11 VOICE, 2015, Exploring EU humanitarian donors’ funding and conditions for working with NGOs’. Building evidence for simplification 
12 DG ECHO, 2014a, Audit Information to the FPA Partners, available at ECHO partners website http://dgecho-partners-helpdesk.eu/reference_documents/start#fpa_and_annexes and ECHO website http://ec.europa.eu/echo/index_en 
13 Information received from German Federal Foreign Office’s Personnel 
14 DFID, 2015a, Humanitarian Response Funding Guidelines For NGOs, https://www.gov.uk/guidance/humanitarian-response-funding 
15 PRM, 2015, General NGO Guidelines for Overseas Assistance website http://www.state.gov/j/prm/releases/factsheets/2015/250103.htm 
16 USAID office of U.S. foreign disaster assistance (USAID/OFDA), 2012. Guidelines for proposals, https://www.usaid.gov/what-we-do/working-crises-and-conflict/crisis-response/resources/guidelines-proposals; USAID, 2010. ADS Chapter 590 (for US organizations) and 
US Office of the Inspector General, 2009. Guidelines For Financial Audits Contracted By Foreign Recipients (non US organizations) available at USAID website https://www.usaid.gov/work-usaid/resources-for-partners; The Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost 
Principles and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards” (2 CFR 200) and USAID FFP, 2015a, Annual Programme Statement, available at https://www.usaid.gov/who-we-are/organization/bureaus/bureau-democracy-conflict-and-humanitarian-assistance/office-food   
17 In accordance with the applicable national legislation, and prepared in compliance with Directive 2006/43/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 May 2006 on statutory audits of annual accounts and consolidated accounts, and Annex XXII of the 
Agreement on the European Economic Area 
18 Article 23.2, DG ECHO, 2014b, General Conditions applicable to Humanitarian Aid Actions financed by the European Union, http://dgecho-partners-helpdesk.eu/reference_documents/start#fpa_and_annexes 
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documents submitted 
with the final report can 
be carried out by 
ECHO19. These checks 
can be done at 
headquarters or in the 
field. 

statement audit of the 
auditee, the auditee may 
elect to have a program-
specific audit conducted 
in accordance with 
$200.507  

Foreign Recipients.   
Foreign organization expending 
<$300.000 in USAID funds during 
their fiscal year are exempt from audit 
requirements. 24  

Frequency 

NGO is 
requested to 
submit audited 
financial 
statements on 
annual basis as 
part of 
DFATD’s 
corporate due 
diligence 
requirements 

Unless otherwise 
stipulated in the 
contract, all grants 
are subjected to 
external audit.  
 
Annual accounts 
and final accounts 
for Danish grants 
rendered by the 
NGO management 
must be audited 
with the objective 
of attaching an 
audit report to the 
accounts. 
Compliance audit 
can be included if 
requested. The 
audit must be 
carried out by an 
international 
recognized 
chartered 
accountant, using 
international audit 
standards (i.e. 
INTOSAI/ISA). The 
auditor’s 
endorsement shall 
appear on the 
accounts, 
accompanied by 

Partners are audited at 
the headquarters on a 
cyclical basis. 
DG ECHO is 
implementing normally a 
three year cycle for all 
Partners25.  
The strategy 
differentiates between 
the HQ audits, which 
focus on completed 
projects or actions, and 
the interim Field audit of 
ongoing projects in the 
field.  
The results of interim 
field audits are carried 
forward to and linked to 
the eventual HQ audits. 
Also, the information 
obtained from previous 
HQ audits is used in the 
field to test compliance 
with the established 
procedures as described 
in the HQ audit report. 
These elements of the 
audit strategy are 
combined to form the 
annual audit plan. The 
audit 
plan for the next year is 
prepared each year in 

At the end of 
every project 

Annual  
Record 
evidence of 
the use of 
funds through 
the receipt of 
Annual 
Audited 
Accounts: 
should be 
provided to 
DFID for each 
year during 
which the 
project is live 
 
Or  
 
Separate 
audited 
statements  
 
Requirements 
are set out in 
the standard 
accountable 
grant letter 
and 
Partnership 
programme 
arrangements
26 

 Annual audit for any recipient fiscal 
year. As per thresholds indicated 
above  
 
The audit report must be submitted to 
USAID within 30 days after receipt of 
the auditor’s report, but no later than 
nine months after the end of the 
period audited.27   
 
In cases of continued inability or 
unwillingness to have an audit 
performed in accordance with the 
terms of this provision, USAID will 
consider appropriate sanctions which 
may include suspension of all, or a 
percentage of, disbursements until the 
audit is satisfactorily completed.  
 
USAID retains the right to conduct a 
financial review, require an audit, or 
otherwise ensure adequate 
accountability of organizations 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 In accordance with §200.514 Scope of audit except when it elects to have a program-specific audit conducted in accordance with paragraph (c) of this section. US Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards” (2 
CFR 200)  
21  Excluding Research and Development (R&D) 
22 When the auditee expends Federal awards under only one Federal program (excluding research and development), and the Federal program’s laws, regulations or grant agreements do not require a financial audit. 
23 But they must make records available for review or audit upon request by USAID officials, prime recipients and Government Accountability Office (GAO) 
19 For instance in the context of the final payment, the liquidation can go further than just the review of the ledger. ECHO may ask for additional information such as copies of invoice, procurement files, etc. 
24 Mission are still responsible for ensuring accountability for those USAID funds and may use USAID ADS591sab, 2001. Recipient Control Environmental Assessment Checklist to determine the level of monitoring necessary for those organizations. If the Mission 
determines that financial audit is required submit the resulting audit report to the cognizant RIG office for review and issuance in accordance with requirements for recipient-contracted or agency contracted audits.   
25 This is to ensure that records covering a five year period are available especially as the maximum project implementation time is 18 months. 
26 From DFID performance and Evidence Unit 
27 The USAID Inspector General will review this report to determine whether it complies with the audit requirements of this award. USAID will only pay for the cost of audits conducted in accordance with the terms of this award. 
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the comments in 
the auditor's 
records, if any. The 
management of the 
NGO shall assist 
the auditors as 
required during the 
period covered by 
the agreement. As 
will be agreed with 
the NGO, the 
Danish Embassy 
shall be allowed to 
study reports, 
accounts, inventory 
lists, and other 
pertinent material 
in keeping with the 
agreement and 
these General 
Guidelines. 

the autumn by the DG 
ECHO C/2 EAS 
and approved by DG 
ECHO Management. It 
includes the Partners 
pre-selected to be 
audited at HQ and/or 
Field level and also the 
foreseen countries for 
the Field audits. The 
annual audit plan is 
based on the Partners’ 
level of risk.  Selection of 
Partners for audit can be 
more frequent 
depending on the 
requests from inter alia 
geographical and 
finance units. The grant 
agreements to 
each Partner are 
audited every three 
years at HQ and it is 
also foreseen to audit all 
the Partners of DG 
ECHO in the project 
locations based on a 
similar risk analysis. 

Requirements  

 Documentation to 
be kept for five (5) 
years including:  
Accounting 
records,  
Proof of 
procurement 
processes 
Proof of 
good/service 
delivery 
Proof of tax/vat 
recovery status 
Travel 
documentation 
Vehicle log books 
Assets donation 
certificates 

Documentation must 
be kept for five (5) 
years starting from date 
of balance payment. 
This includes:  
VAT status 
Implementing partners’ 
documents 
Supporting documents 
on eligibility of 
expenditures 
The 
Commission/OLAF/Euro
pean Court of Auditors 
retain the right to 
conduct its own audit 
and on the spot visits of 
the project (the latter will 
occur within 6-8 weeks 
of the initial 
announcement) 

Original 
receipts and 
the complete 
procurement 
papers must 
be kept for a 
potential audit 
for a period of 
five (5) years 
after the 
submission of 
the proof of use 
of funds, unless 
other 
regulations to 
be observed by 
the recipient 
provide for a 
longer retention 
period. 
Receipts not in 
German, 

  Some recipients may receive direct 
assistance funding from USAID under 
more than one agreement and also 
indirect assistance from USAID as a 
sub-recipient from either foreign or 
U.S. recipients. Under such 
circumstances, a recipient must have 
one annual recipient-contracted audit 
performed that would cover all USAID 
funding to the recipient from all 
sources. The recipient should contract 
only one audit firm to perform the 
annual audit.  
If the foreign recipient also receives 
assistance from other donors, 
consideration should be given to 
including the other donors' assistance 
in the USAID audit, provided an 
agreement and cost-sharing 
arrangement can be negotiated with 
the other donors. 
A U.S. sub-recipient that expends 
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French or 
English needs 
to be 
translated. An 
Audit by the 
Federal Court 
of Audits is 
possible, but 
rarely occurs.  

$500,000 or more in USAID awards in 
its fiscal year is subject to U.S. Office 
of Management and Budget Circular 
A-133 audit requirements and will not 
require a separate recipient-
contracted audit.28 

 
 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28 US Office of the Inspector General, 2009. Guidelines For Financial Audits Contracted By Foreign Recipients, https://www.usaid.gov/work-usaid/resources-for-partners  
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Reach of Research:  
NGO Participation and Documentation 
Consulted 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The reach of the research in terms of NGO participation and literature consulted through the different 
data collection methods is detailed below.  
 

  Documents Participants 
Questionnaires  44 
Round Tables  38 
Interviews  10 
Case Studies  9 
Donor Guidance 601  

 
 
Statistics presented within the report are based upon the following numbers of donor relationships, 
grants and deadlines of the NNGOs or country offices of INGOs that participated in the 
questionnaire.  
 

 PCA Reports Audit 
Total # of donor relationships 131 267 131 
Total # of grants 146 314 146 
Total # of annual scheduled deadlines 89 1148 123 

 

                                                
1 See List of References. This number includes the examples of grant agreements and other documents shared by partners 
in the field that are not included in list of resources for confidentiality reasons. 
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